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Resumen

El uso de manipuladores robóticos se encuentra muy extendido hoy en día tanto

en la industria como en el ámbito académico ya que estos pueden realizar una gran

varied.ad de tareas. En particular los robots redundantes son de gran interés ya que

al contar con una cantidad mayor de grados de libertad (DOF) de los que necesitan

para realizar su tarea, son capaces de alcanzar una misma posición mediante diferentes

configuraciones de sus articulaciones.

En este trabajo de tesis se estudia un prototipo de un robot redundante de cinco

grados de libertad y se analizan algunas técnicas de control dinámico para el seguimiento
de trayectorias: control neuronal, control difuso y control neurodifuso.

Al utilizar el control neuronal se tiene la ventaja de que no es necesario conocer

el modelo matemático del sistema ya que la red neuronal se encarga de identificarlo.

Se propone una red neuronal recurrente de alto orden (RHONN) entrenada por medio

del filtro de Kalman para la identificación de la planta de tal modo que el error de

identificación tienda a cero (identificación exacta). Se utiliza también xm control difuso

a partir de la construcción de un modelo difuso del tipo Takagi-Sugeno obtenido por

aproximación local en partición de espacios difusos. Finalmente se utiliza un control

neurodifuso por medio de un sistema de inferencia adaptativo neurodifuso (ANFIS).

Además se exploró el desempeño del control a través de Internet utilizando el pro

tocolo de comunicaciones TCP/IP. Las señades de referencia fueron creadas en un com

putador central y recibidas en un computador conectado directamente al manipulador
robótico.



Abstract

In today's world, robotic manipulators are very common in industry and academics

since they can perform a great variety of tasks. In particular, redundant robots are of

great interest because they are able to reach a position using different joint configura
tions. This is because redundant robots have more degrees of freedom (DOF) than the

number of DOF needed to perform a task.

In this thesis a 5D0F redundant robot prototype is studied. Moreover, several con

trol techniques for trajectory tracking are analyzed: neural control, fuzzy control and

neuro-fuzzy control.

When a neural control is developed, it is not necessary, in general, to know the

mathematical model of the system because the neural network performs a sort of a

grey identification. In this work, a recurrent high order neural network (RHONN) is

proposed in order to identify the system. This neural network is trained using the

Kalman filter, thus, the error identification converges to zero (exact identification). A

Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy control is also studied. It is obtained using the local approximation
in fuzzy partition spaces technique. Finally, a neuro-fuzzy control is designed using an

adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS).

Moreover, the performance of the control was analyzed through the Internet using
the TCP/IP communication protocol. The reference signáis were created in a main

computer and received in a computer which was directly connected to the robotic

manipulator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In today 's world, the use of robotic manipulators (Figure 1.1) is very common in in

dustry, academics and scientific research [8] . In industry, robots are part of the auto

mation process. They are an important part of production lines because they make the

industrial processes faster and more efficient. Robotic manipulators are also used in

high-risk locations where a human operator could not easily or safely work. They are

also used for many other applications [13].

A particular class of robot manipulators is represented by redundant robots. These

robots have more degrees of freedom than the number of DOF needed in order to reach

a specific point in their workspace. This feature is of great interest because redundant

robots are capable of reaching the same point using different trajectories, thus they can

optimize energy or reach a point, while avoiding obstacles in their path.

In this thesis, the construction and control of a five degrees of freedom redundant

robot prototype is reported. Furthermore, improvements of mechanical and electronic

aspects of a previous prototype are discussed.

In addition, some control algorithms developed for the prototype are presented:
neural control, fuzzy control and neuro-fuzzy control. The neural control was developed

using a Recurrent High Order Neural Network (RHONN). This neural network was

trained using the Kalman filter. The fuzzy control was created using the local ap

proximation in fuzzy partition spaces technique. The hybrid neuro-fuzzy control was

developed using an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).
i.

The behavior of the control algorithms was also analyzed using the TCP/IP Com

munications protocol. This protocol was used in order to drive the prototype from a

remote location through the Internet.

With this work, experience was obtained in order to build and modify prototypes of

these characteristics. Therefore, in the future, it would be easier to créate and modify
new prototypes. Mechanical and electronic parts of the system were accessed so they
could be modified and new elements could be implemented. On the contrary, if a new

prototype had been bought, it would not had been possible to access to some parts of

the system in order to modify them or add new items.

7



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: A robotic manipulator

During the construction of the prototype, engineering knowledge could be applied
in order to develop and improve the system. Different types of control algorithms could

be developed and simulated. Then, they could be applied into the prototype. The

redundant robot properties and applications could be analyzed and implemented in

simulation and real time.

1.1 Objectives

The objectives to be achieved during this work were to:

Improve of the mechanical and electronic features of the five degrees of freedom

redundant robot of CINVESTAV.

Construct and implement the electronic elements needed in the prototype.

Analyze the properties of the five degrees of freedom robotic arm prototype: forward

and inverse kinematics, dynamic model of the robot and state space representation of

the model.

Design control algorithms for the system: neural control, fuzzy control and neuro-

fuzzy control.

Simulated and analyze these control algorithms.

Implement one of these control algorithms in real time.

Opérate the five degrees of freedom redundant robot via Internet using the TCP/IP
Communications protocol.
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Figure 1.2: 5D0F Robot Prototype (CINVESTAV)

1.2 Contributions

The contributions realized during the development of this thesis project were:

Some modifications were made in the design of the prototype (Figure 1.2). Some

changes in the five degrees of freedom robotic arm physical prototype and in the elec

tronic interface were made in order to improve it.

A prismatic joint was implemented in the prototype. This joint allows the robotic

arm to perform longitudinal movements. Moreover, mechanical features were improved.
The rotationaJ joints were changed by new motors which present many advantages with

respect to previous motors.

Electronic features were also improved. The electronic interface was changed in

order to control the rotational articulations easily. The previous interface was found to

genérate noisy signáis. With the new interface this problem was solved.

A neural control was designed using a Recurrent High Order Neural Network (RHONN).
This network was trained using the Kalman filter (discrete RHONN). A neural network

is used to identify the system and then control it.

A Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy control was developed. This control was designed using the

local approximation in fuzzy partition spaces technique. A hybrid neuro-fuzzy control

was designed using an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).

The current five degrees of freedom robotic arm prototype was used in real time to

reach a trajectory. This robotic arm was also remotely controlled via Internet using the
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TCP/IP protocol. A remote computer sent the reference signáis to a local computer

connected to the prototype.

1.3 Thesis structure

Chapter 1 Introduction

Control

Chapter 2

I

Model

Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6

Construction

Chapter 7

Real time results

Chapter 8

Conclusions

Figure 1.3: Thesis structure

This thesis is divided in eight chapters (Figure 1.3). Chapter 1 presents the in

troduction, justification, objectives and thesis structure. The direct kinematics and

inverse kinematics of the five degrees of freedom prototype are presented in chapter
2 (robot modeling,), including the dynamic model of the system and its space state

representation.

In chapters three, four and five, the design of different kinds of control algorithms

is presented. Chapter 3 presents the development of a neural control. This control was

designed using a Recurrent High Order Neural Networks (RHONN) trained using the

Kalman filter. Chapter 4 discusses the development of a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy control.

This fuzzy control has been obtained using the local approximation in fuzzy partition
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spaces technique. Chapter 5 shows the development of a hybrid neuro-fuzzy control

with an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS).

Chapter 6 shows the construction of the physical prototype and its electronic in

terface. It also talks about the prototype use in real time. Chapter 7 establishes real

time results. Finally, chapter 8 presents the conclusions and the work which will be

developed in the future.

Moreover, Appendix A establishes the dynamic model of the five degrees of freedom

redundant robot. Appendix B shows the component specifications used in the robot of

CINVESTAV. Appendix C presents the robot structure in 3D made in SolidWorks

with an academic license. Appendix D shows the controls algorithms developed in

Simulink®
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Chapter 2

Robot modeling

2.1 Kinematics

In general, the kinematics problem for a robot system can be divided in two different

subproblems: the forward kinematics and the inverse kinematics problem (Figure 2.1)

[17].

The forward kinematics problem consists of finding the position and orientation

of the end-effector with respect to a cartesian reference coordinate system x, given
the joint coordinates vector q = (qi.gs,- • • ,qn) of the robotic arm and the geometric

parameters of the links, where n represents the number of degrees of freedom.

The inverse kinematics problem consists of finding the joint vector q needed to

positioning the end-effector (Figure 2.2) in the desired place and orientation, given the

position and orientation of the end-effector with respect to the reference coordinate

system and the geometric parameters of the links. Since the independent variables in

a robot are the joint variables and a task is generally defined in terms of the cartesian

coordinate system, it is more common to use the inverse kinematics solution in most of

the applications.

Figure 2.1: Kinematics

13
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Figure 2.2: End-effector

Figure 2.3: Forward kinematics

2.1.1 Forward kinematics

As mentioned before, the forward kinematics problem consists in determining the

cartesian position of the end-effector given the joint variables. Let q £ 3?" be the

joint variable vector and X € 3?m the end-effector position vector, where n is the num

ber of degrees of freedom of the robot and m is the dimensión of the robot work space.

The forward kinematics objective is to find a function /(•) : 9in —► 3ím such that each

vector q € \Rn has an associated vector X € 3?m (Figure 2.3).

The Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) parameters are a series of valúes that geometrically
relate the robot joints. In the traditional D-H algorithm, an (i— l)-th coordinate system
in Jí3 is associated to the z-th joint. In the modified D-H algorithm the ¿-th joint is

associated to the ¿-th coordinate system.

Let {A} be a cartesian coordinate system represented by three unitary orthogonal
vectors. A position in space may be represented by a vector AP or by a set of three

numbers. The AP vector is defined as:

AP=\ Pv) (2-1)
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In order to describe the orientation of a body, a coordinate system is added to that

body. Then, a description is given to a reference coordinate system. If a coordinate

system {B} is added to a point in the space, then, the orientation of this point is given

by a description of {13} with respect to {A} [1].

Let {A} and {B} be a pair of coordinate systems with origin in {xa,Va,za} and

{■ZbiJ/BiZb} respectively. The coordinate system {A} may be different with respect to
the coordinate system {B} due to a translation of their origin (Figure 2.4). {A} and

{B} can also be different by a rotation in the axis x, y, z or a combination of these

(Figure 2.5). Moreover, the pair of coordinate systems {A} and {B} may be different

by a combination of both a translation of their origins and a rotation of their axis.

Let BP be a different position in space. If we want to describe a position BP in

terms of {Á}, when {A} has the same orientation than {B}, then {B} is different of

{A} by a translations which may be represented by the AP¡¡ vector, where AP<¡ is a

vector located in the origin of {B} with respect to {A}:

_B
P +A P0 (2.2)

If we want to describe the position BP in terms of {A} when {A} and {B} have the
same origin but different orientation, then we may use the rotation matrix ¡¡R which

describes {B} with respect to {A}:

A n _A r>B
P =¿ ITP (2.3)

When {A} and {B} have different origins and a different orientation and we want

to define the position BP with respect to {A}, then we can use the rotation matrix

gR which describes {B} with respect to {A} and we can transíate that new point by

adding the AP(¡ vector.

AP =¿ RBP +A PQ (2.4)

Expression (2.4) can be represented using the homogeneous transformation gT:

AP =¿ TBP (2.5)

from (2.5) we have:

(?)-(£?)(?)
The matrix that relates the ¿-th coordinate system with respect to the (i

—

l)-th
coordinate system by means of the D-H algorithm is given by:

¿-i
T =

f cos(6i) —sin(6.) 0 a¡-i \
sin(9i)cos(ai-i) cos(6i)cos(aii-i)

—

s¿n(a,*_i)
—

s¿n(aj_i)d¡

sin(6i)sin(ai_i) cos(8i)sin(ai-i) cos(a¿_i) cos(tXi-i)di

\ 0 0 0 1 /

(2.7)
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{xB,yB,ZB}

{xa,Va,za}

Figure 2.4: Origin translation of a coordinate system

'-. ¥

&

x •

r

Figure 2.5: Rotation in the x, y and z axes

where a¿_i, a¿_i, Oí .and di are the D-H parameters.

The end-effector coordinate system is related to the base coordinate system by the

homogeneous transformation matrix °T, defined as:

T=\T¡T¡T---e-xT (2.8)

In the following table the D-H parameters for the 5D0F robot are shown. Here Lx

represents the length of the first link and L represents the length of the successive ones:

Joint O.i-1 O.i-1 9i di

1 0 0 9i 0

2 0 Li 0 ■72

3 0 L 0 93

4 0 L 0 94

5 0 L 0 95

D-H parameters for the 5D0F robot.
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'—A

yi ■*c

Zou

Ya ¡*? WM

y¿
* X,

Figure 2.6: 5D0F robot

For the case of the 5D0F robot the homogeneous transformation matrix that relates

the end-effector coordinate system and the base coordinate system turns to be:

/

3-j» _.

COs(02 + 03 • • •

+04 + 05)

- sin(02 + 03 . . .

+04 + 05)
0

—

sin(02 + 03 • • •

+04 + 05)

COS(02 + 03 • • ■

+04 + 0S)
0

0 0 1

0 0 0

LCOS(02 +03 + 04 +0S).* •

+Lcos(02 + 03 + 04)-*-

+Lcos(02 + 03) + Lcos(02) + Li

Lsin(02 + 03 + 04 + 0s)---
+Lsin(02 + 03 + 04)...

+Lsin(02 + 03) + Lsin(02)

9i

1

(2.9)

\

The followingmatrix relates the origin of the end effector coordinate system {xe, ye.ze}
with respect to the origin of the base coordinate system {xq, yo.zo}'-

Lcos(02 + 03 + 04 + 05) + Lcos(02 + 03 + 04) + Lcos(02 + 03) + Lcos(02) + Li

°0 = | L sin(02 + 03 + 04 + 0s) + L sin(02 + 03 + 04) + L sin(02 + 03) + L sin(02)
9i

(2.10)

The {xe, ye,ze} coordinate system has a rotation in the zq axis defined bye the Euler

angle 7 = 92 + 93 + 94 + 95- This angle is unique in the 5D0F robot case because the

end-effector can only rotate in the zq axis.
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yo ■*
m

Inverse kinematics

Figure 2.7: Inverse kinematics

The set of expressions \0 and 7 fully describes the position of the end-effector with

respect to the base coordinate system {xo>yo-**-*o} (Figure 2.6). Therefore, the forward

kinematics solution is given by:

X -. (
°°

) (2.11)

2.1.2 Inverse kinematics

The inverse kinematics problem consists in finding the joint variables -jeS" from the

position of the end-effector, X G 3?m In this case, the objective is to find a function

/(•) : 3?m —> 9in such that each X € Um vector has an associated vector q € 3£n.

The linear and angular velocities of the joint space q are related with the end-effector

velocities X by the following expression:

X = J(q)q (2.12)

where q G 5Rn is the time variation of the joint positions, X € 5Rm is the end-effector

velocity and J(q) £ SRmxn is the following Jacobian matrix, where 6(q) = X:

J(q) =
___q_

dq
(2.13)

•T •

q qG{q)

G(q,X) = qTq-XT(Jq-X)

(2.14)

(2.15)

The 5D0F robot case, being a redundant robot, has a larger number of degrees
of freedom than those needed. As n > m, the J(q) Jacobian matrix is a rectangular
matrix with more columns than rows, thus, it is not possible to use a common inverse

matrix to obtain q from (2.12). Therefore, in order to get a good approximation to

q a right pseudoinverse obtained from the least square criterion is used (2.14). Using

Lagrange multiplicators in the matrix (2.15), q is found, so that it satisfies (2.12) for

any X and J(q) minimizing at the same time the cost function G(q), where A is a SRm

known vector.
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To find the minimum valué of the cost function, the following conditions have to be

satisfied:

?? = 0 = 29-JrA
dq
dG

5A
- 0=Jq-X

(2.16)

(2.17)

R-om (2.16), it can be seen that q = \JT\ and replacing it in (2.17) we obtain that

(JJT)X = 2X. As J(q) is a row full rank matrix, then JJ7 is a nonsingular square

matrix, this is, it is invertible. For this reason and removing the A Lagrange multi-

plicators, it can be seen than the inverse kinematics solution is given by the following

expression, where JT(JJT)~l is the right Penrose pseudoinverse.

q
= JT(JJT)-1X (2.18)

The general solution for a redundant robot is given by:

q
= JT(JJT)~1X + NC (2.19)

where N = I — JT(JJT)~ÍJ is the nuil space of J(q) and (, is a 5Rn vector, which

can be used to perform certain tasks, for example, obstacle avoidance such that the

distance between the robot and the obstacle is minimal without collisioning. If (2.18) is

premultiplied by J(q) in both sides, then the right side of the equation does not affect

the movement of the end-effector, namely:

Jq = JT(JJT)~1X + (J - JJT(JJT)~1 J)C (2.20)

For the 5D0F robot case the Jacobian is as follows:

J(q) =

0 Jl2 Jn Jl4 Jl5

0 J22 J23 J24 ■^25

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1

(2.21)

where:

J12

Jl3

«7l4

«^15

J22

•^23

J24

■^25

-L(sin(02 + 03 + 04 + 05) + sin(02 + 03 + 04) + sin(02 + 03) + sin(02))

-L(sin(02 + 03 + 04 + 05) + sin(02 + 03 + 04) + sin(02 + 03)

-L(sin(02 + 03 + 04 + 05) + sin(02 + 03 + 04)

-L(sin(02 + 03 + 04 + 0s)

L(COS(02 + 03 + 04 + 05) + COS(02 + 03 + 04) + COS(02 + 03) + COS(02))

L(COS(02 + 03 + 04 + 05) + COS(02 + 03 + 04) + COS(02 + 03))

L(COS(02 + 03 + 04 + 05) + COS(02 + 03 + 04))

L(cos(02 + 03 + 04 + 05))

In the expression (2.21) the linear velocities of the end-effector are related to the

first three rows of the matrix and the angular velocity of the end-effector is related to

the last row.
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2.2 Mathematical model

In the motion of a robot, many different forces are involved; for example, the gravitation
forcé, friction forces and inertia forces. All of these forces have to be considered in the

mathematical model. This model describes what kind of joint torque forces will be

produced from the physical model of the robot.

The equation of the robot motion is described by the following dynamic equation,
which has being obtained from the Lagrange method.

r = M{q)q + V(q, q) + Fg(q) + F¡(q, q) (2.22)

where:

q represents the position vector.

q represents the velocity vector.

q represents the acceleration vector.

M(q) is an inertia positive-definite matrix.

V(q, q) is the centrifugal and Coriolis forces vector.

Fg(q) is the gravitational forces vector.

Ff(q,q) is the friction forces vector.

t is the torque vector forces applied to the robot joints.

Expanding the equation (2.22) for the 5D0F robot, it can be seen that:

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

+

mu m12 ™13 mu mlh

m2i m22 ™23 m24 "125

m3i m32 «133 m34 ™35

m4i m42 m43 m44 m45

m51 m52 ?™53 m54 m55
'

fn 0 0 0 0

0 //2 0 0 0

0 0 //3 0 0

0 0 0 fn 0

0 0 0 0 fíh

9i Vx F8i
92 v2 F*2
93 + v3 + F9-
94 V* Fg4

.95 .

v5 .F*.
'

9i

'

92

93

94

-

?5
.

(2.23)

The terms of the equation (2.23) are bounded [15]. If the position vector q and the

velocity vector q are taken as state variables, then the following state space represent
ation is obtained:

Xi
=

Xn

Xii
= F(Xi,Xii) + G(xi)u

(2.24)

where

Xj
=

q is a 3ff" vector which represents the position of each link.
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Xn
=

g is a 3ln which represents the velocity for each link.

nXi,Xu) = -M-\xi){V(Xi,Xii) + Fg(xi) + Ff(xi. Xn))
G(Xl) = M-í(Xl)
u = t is the torque input vector.

The model (2.24) can be given explicitly as:

( Xi \

X2

X3

X4

X5

Xe

X?

Xs

X9

VXio /

\Xe

Xi

Xs

X9

Xio

F(Xi,X6) + G(Xl)u

Hx2,Xt) + G(Xi)v.

nx3,Xa) + G(x3)u

F(X4,X<>) + G(Xi)u

\F(x5,Xio) + G(x5)uJ

9i

92

93

94

95

-m(q_) {u(gi,9i) + fg(qi) + //(9i,9i)}
-m(q2) {v(q2, q2) + /¡-fo) + //(92, 92)}

-m(q3) {v(q3,q3) + fg(q3) + //(93,93)}
-m(qi) {v(g4, qA) + fg(q4) + ff(q_i, g4)}

V -m(95) Mís-95) + /9(9s) + //(95,9s)} )

(2.25)

\ ( ° \
0

0

0

0
+

™(9i)

771(92)

m(93)

m(-j4)

/ \ m(9s) /

This representation is in the so called nonlinear control block form which has some

interestingmathematical properties [5] . This representation will be used in the following

chapters to obtain controllers for the 5DOF redundant robot such as a neural control

(chapter 3) and a fuzzy control (chapter 4).

The full representation of all the elements of the inertia matrix M(q), the gravit-
ational forces vector Fg(q) and the Coriolis forces vector V(q, q) of the 5DOF robot

dynamic model is shown in appendix A.

Figure 2.8 shows the five degrees of freedom robot prototype constructed at CIN

VESTAV. This prototype has one prismatic joint and four revolute joints. Thus, this

robotic arm is able to reach a variety of points inside a large workspace.
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Figure 2.8: 5D0F Robot Prototype



Chapter 3

Neural control

3.1 Neural networks

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are simplified models based in biologic neural net

works, which try to imítate the human brain capacities in problems resolution, such

as visión, pattern recognition, moto-sensorial control, etc. An artificial neural net

work is a great amount of parallel distributed interconnected processors able to storage

experimental data [2] [9].

The fundamental unit of biologic neural networks is the neuron (see Figure 3.1). The

neuron is a cell that can be excited electrically. It processes information and transmits

it by electrical and chemical signáis. Neurons have three principal parts: dendrites,
soma and axon. Dendrites are fibers which send electrical signáis to the neurons body.
The soma (or neurons body) sums the electrical signáis that it receives. The axon sends

signáis from the neurons body to others neurons.

Figure 3.1: Biological neuron

In artifici£d neural networks the neuron (Figure 3.2) is the fundamental unit of pro
cess and information. In neurons, the following elements can be identified:

23
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Input ^
signáis

Polarization

Activation

function

Sum point

Synaptic
weights

Activation

function

Figure 3.2: Artificial neuron structure

Link connections. These are parameterized by synaptic weights wnf, where the first

subscript corresponds to the receptor neuron and the second corresponds to the emit

ter neuron. If wnj > 0, then it is an exciting connection; if wnj < 0 it is an inhibit

connection.

Sum __))■ It sums the input signáis which are multiplied by wn¡.

Activation function. This is a non-linear transformation. It defines the output

of the neuron in function of the activation potential.

Threshold. This is a signal which displaces the original input signal where a pos

itive or a negative scalar is added.

Artificial neural networks acquire their knowledge experimentally. In an experiment,
the neurons interconnection weights (synapsis) change constantly. Neural networks have
the following advantages:

Non-linearity. The neural processor is basically non-linear, thus, the neural net

work is also non-linear.

Input-output transformation. The learning process consists of presenting examples
to the network to modify the synaptic weights according to the response.

Analysis and design uniformity. Thanks to this uniformity it is possible to guar

antee precise characteristics in the neural network.

Biological networks analogy. Because artificial neural networks are based on biolo

gical neural networks, the knowledge in both áreas can be used to work together.
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A neuron n can be described mathematically by the following equations:

m

Un = ^WnjXj (3.1)
¿=1

Vn
= <p(un + bn) (3.2)

where Xi, x2,-
• •

, xm are the input signáis; wni, wn2,- • •

. wnm axe the synaptic weights
of the neuron n; un is a linear combination of the inputs weighted by the synaptic

weights; 6n is the polarization or threshold; ip(-) is the activation function; and yn is

the neuron's output signal.

If the polarization 6n is considered as another input signal x<¡ = +1 with weight

u>nO
= bn, then:

V^ = ^WnjXj

Vn
= <f(vn)

in this case, vn is called the activation potential (see Figure 3.3).

(3.3)

(3.4)

Fixed

input
*o=+l -

Input 4
signáis

Polarization w„o
=

bn

Synaptic
weights

Activation

function

Sum point

Figure 3.3: Artificial neuron structure

Output
signal

The activation function ip(-) defines the output of the neuron as a function of the

activation potential v. Some examples of activation functions are the step function,

piecewise linear function and the sigmoid function, the later being one of the most used

activation functions in neural networks, defined as:

cp(v) =
1

1 + e~av

where a is the parameter that determines the slope of the sigmoid function.

(3.5)
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3.2 Recurrent High Order Neural Networks (RHONN)

Recurrent high order neural networks are those having one or more feedback closed

loops (Figure 3.4). The feedback can be local, this is, one neuron feedbacks itself, or

global, when one neuron feedbacks other neurons of the same layer or previous layers

[11].

Recurrent high order neural networks are a generalization of the first order Hopfield

networks. In a RHONN, the state of a neuron can be determined by the following

differential equation:

Xi — —üiXi + &t/ WjjVi (3.6)

If a neural network with n neurons and m inputs is considered, then, the state of

any neuron is represented by the following differential equation:

L

±i = -üíXí + b^juiik JJ yf{k) (3.7)
**=i íg/*

where y is a vector given by:

y
=

Vi

"

S(xx)
■

Vn

Vn+1

=
S(xn)

. Vn+m . . S{um) .

(3.8)

with u = [ux, u2, , um]T as the input vector to the neural network. S(x) is given by:

S(x) =
V

+ £ (3.9)
1 + e-P*

where ¡3 and fi are positive constants and e is a small positive real number. S(x) G [e,
£ + 1]

The network is represented by:

z¡(x,u) -

zh

zl2

zIL

•M1)

IKi(2)
¿6/2

n«í
jeiL

di(L)

¿i = -üiXi + }WjkZIk
k=l

(3.10)

(3.11)
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where L is the number of high order connections; {Ix, I2,
ordered subsets {1, 2, • • •

,
m + n}.

If wi = [iu.*iu>.*2 • • • Wi_]T in equation (3.11), then:

¿i = —

OjXí + wfzi(x, u)

Therefore, the RHONN model is given a¡s follows:

ii = —Ax + WTZi(x, u)

Ii} is the set of L non

(3.12)

(3.13)

Figure 3.4: Recurrent High Order Neural Network (RHONN) structure

A RHONN allows efficiently modelling a complex dynamic systems. They are an

option for identification and control, since they are easy to implement with a relatively

simple structure. Moreover, they are able to modify its own parameters online by a

suitable adaptation algorithm.

Similarly to continuos RHONN, discrete high order neural networks (Figure 3.5) are

defined by:

x¿(fc+l) = wfzI(x(k),u(k)), i = l,--- ,n (3.14)

where Xi(k) is the state of the ¿-th neuron in the k iteration; ui¿ is the online adaptive

weight vector; dj(k) are nonnegative integers and Zi(x(k),u(k)) is defined by equation

(3.10) as well.

Discrete neural networks have the same characteristics than the continuous RHONN.

Therefore, they are good candidates for using with complex discrete dynamic systems.
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Z(x(k))

Figure 3.5: Discrete Recurrent High Order Neural Network (RHONN) structure

3.3 Identification

A network structure was proposed in order to identify the system (in this case the 5DOF
rendundant robot). This network was created from the state space representation (2.24)
which is in the nonlinear control block form (NLCB).

The estimated states X\, x2, x3, x¿_ and x5 are part of the first block of the system

(2.24). The estimated states x6, x7, x8, xg and xi0 are part of the second block of the

system.

The states of the second block are controlled by the input r¿. The states of the first

block are controlled through the states £q, x-j, x8, £g and xio which are represented in

the network by:

wii2(k)xi+5(k) (3.15)

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

The states of the second block F(xitXn) + G(x¡)u are represented by the following
expression:

wi+5,i{k) tanh[xi+5(A;)] + wi+5i2(k) tanh[x¿(A;)]2 tanh[xi+5(A;)] + wi+5.3(k) tanh[xi(fc)]2 • ■ •

+wi+5i4(k) tanh[x¿(*;)]2 tanh[x<+5(A;)] + iü¿+5i5(A;)ri(A;) (3.16)

were i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
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The neural network proposed to identify the system was obtained using (3.15) and

(3.16) in

x^Jfc + 1

£2(k + 1

x3(k + 1

x4(Jfc + 1

x5(k + 1

x6(fc + 1

x7(k + 1

xs(k + 1

Xg(fc + 1

Xi0(fc + 1

2.24). This neural network is thus the following:

= u)n(k)tanh[xi(k)]+wi2(k)x6(k), (3-17)

= u)2i(k)ta.nh[x2(k)]+w22(k)x7(k),

= w3i(k)taxíh[x3(k)]+w32(k)x8(k),

= w_n(k) tanh[x4(fc)] + wn2(k)xg(k),

= wtn(k) tax,nh[xt.(k)] +w52(k)xw(k),

= wtn(k) tanh[x6(fc)] + ws2(k) tanh[xi(fc)]2 tanh[x6(fc)] + w63(k) tanh[xi(/¡;)]2 • • •

+iü64(fc) tanh[xi(fc)]2 tanh[x6(fc)] + w65(k)Ti(k),

= u)7i(k) t£inh[x7(A;)] + w72(k) tanh[x2(fc)]2 tanh[x7(/c)] + Wj3(k) tanh[x2(fc)]2 • • •

+W7_i(k) tanh[x2(fc)]2 tanh[x7(fc)] + w75(k)T2(k) ,

= Wsi(k) tanh[x8(fc)] + ws2(k) texnh[x3(k)]2 tanh[xs(/¡;)] + w$3(k) tanh[x3(fc)]2 ■ ■ ■

-T-wSi(k) tanh[x3(/c)]2 tanh[x8(fc)] + wa5(k)r3(k) ,

= Wgi(k) tanh[x9(fc)] + Wg2(k) tanh[x4(fc)]2 tanh[xg(fc)] + wg3(k) tanh[x4(fc)]2 • • •

+tü94(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]2 tanh[xg(fc)] + wgs(k)T4(k),

= fioi(fc) tanh[xi0(fc)] + Wi02(k) tanh[x5(/c)]2 tanh[xi0(A;)] + iüio3(fc) tanh[x5(fc)]2

+Wio4(k) tanh[x5(A;)]2 tanh[xi0(A;)] + wW5(k)T5(k),

Representing this structure (3.17) in blocks, we have:

Mk + 1) = fi\x(k),w(k)}

Xn(k + 1) = fnixWMW+giMkyTik)

(3.18)

FVom the structure (3.17) we get the following weight matrix:
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wn w12 0 0 0

w2i w22 0 0 0

■w3i w32 0 0 0

w_n wA2 0 0 0

w5\ w52 0 0 0

w6i w62 W-63 W64 ^65

w71 w72 «>73 iu74 W75

U>81 «-82 ™83 ™84 ™85

W91

Wm IÜ102 ^103 1^104 ^105

These weights are used in the RHONN to identify the plant. Figure 3.6 shows the

structure used in order to identify the plant using neural identification trained with the

Kalman filter.

U Plant

(robot)

Kalman filter

Neural

Identification

w

A

y

Figure 3.6: Identification structure

In this case, the Kalman filter is used in order to train the RHONN [3]. The Kalman
filter equations for neural networks training [12] are:

K(k) -

w(k + l) =

P(k + 1) =

P(k)HT(k)[R(k) + H(k)P(k)HT(k)]-1

w(k) + K(k)[y(k)
-

y(k)¡

P{k)
-

K(k)H(k)P(k) + Q(k)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

e(k) = y(k)-y(k)

where P(k) G SRLxL and P(k + 1) G $lLxL represent the covariance error matrix of the

prediction in the iterations A; and k + 1 respectively; w G 3?¿ is the weight (states)
vector; L is the total number of weights in the neural network; y G 3?m is the output

vector, where m is the total number of outputs; y G 3?m is the output of the neural

network; K G \}\L*m is the matrix of Kalman gain; Q G 5R¿xL is the covariance matrix
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ofthe process noise; R G $Rmxm is the covariance matrix ofthe measurement noise, e(k)
is the error. H G 5RmxL is the matrix of the derivatives of every output of the neural

network (&) with respect to each of the (uij) weights, defined as follows:

Hij(k) = ldv¿ fks]w(k)=w(k+i).i
= 1 • • •

m, j = 1 • • • L (3.22)

3.4 Neural control

Let Zi be the tracking error for each joint of the first block of (3.18) at the instant k:

Z/(fc) = X¡(k)
- Xf(k) (3.23)

where:

Xi(fc)
' "

xí(k)
x2(k) xd2(k)
x3(k) Xf(k) = xd3(k)
x4(k) xt(k)
x5(k)

_ .
4(k)

X!(k) =

The error for the instant k + 1 of the first block is:

ZI(k + l) = KIZI(k)

where Kj is chosen to be a Schur matrix:

Kr =

fcl 0 0 0 0

0 fc2 0 0 0

0 0 k3 0 0

0 0 0 fc4 0

0 0 0 0 h

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

The block diagram for this neural control is shown in Figure 3.7. This structure has

the following main elements: the robot system, the neural identification, the desired

trajectory and finally the neural control.

Replacing (3.24) in (3.23) and expanding the expression, the following equation is

obtained:

Zi(k + 1) =

Zl(fc + 1)

z2(k + 1)

z3(k + 1)

Zi(k + 1)

z5{k + 1)

Xi(fc + 1)

x2(fc + l)

x3(fc + 1)

x4(fc + 1)

x5(k + 1)

x({k
x2(k

x¡(k

1)

1)

1)

xj(k + 1)

(fc + 1)L x5

(3.27)
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In order to know the valué ofXi at the instsuit fc+1, the estimated valúes x.*(fc+l)
—

wn(k) tanh[xj(fc)] +Wi2(k)xi+sik) are replaced in (3.27), to get:

*i(fc + l)

z2(fc + l)
z3ik + 1)
z¿k + 1)

zB(k + l)

ti>ii(fc) tanh[xi(fc)] + w12ik)x6ik)
- xf (fc

„.. tu\t. i,r~ rt-xx x ... n.\- t..\ -dn.

—

IIV**/ 1— Í\"J. X
w1^444y.*,D*v4*/y

w2iik) tanh[x2(fc)j + u;22(fc)x7(fc)
-

u;31(fc) tanh[x3(fc)j + iü32(fc)x8(fc) -X
(fc
[(fc

1)

1)

Diyrx,j
i.cu-i*

[0,-51^- -*r VU32\K)Ji3\K)
—

Xjjl^ft, **r í)

w4i(fc) tanh[x4(fc)j + u-42(fc)x9(fc)
- x^(fc + 1)

iü5i(fc) tanh[x5(fc)] + u>52(fc)x10(fc)
- xí?(fc + 1)

(3.28)

The quasi-control in the first block is given by x$, x7, x8, x9 and xio- From (3.28),
the quasy-control is calculated to produce the desired dynamic of the system. Therefore,

the quasi-control for the first block error is given by:

"

xfik)
■ '

Wl2(fc) 0 0 0

xg(fc) 0 lü22(fc) 0 0

xíik) = 0 0 w32ik) 0

xfik) 0 0 0 lü42(fc)

xUk)
_

0 0 0 0

o

o

o

o

w52ik)

fci-zi(fc) + x^ik + 1)
- iüii(fc) tanh[xi(fc)]

k2z2ik) + x^(fc + 1)
-

W2i(k) tanh[x2(fc)j
faz$(k) + Xg(fc + 1)

-

w31ik) tanh[x3(fc)j
fc4z4(fc) + x4(fc + 1)

-

io4i(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]

hzsik) + xf (fc + 1)
- w51{k) tanh[x5(fc")j

-i -i

(3.29)

Let Znik) be the tracking error of the second block (3.18) at the instant fc:

Znik) = XIIik)-XfIik) (3.30)

where:

"

x6(fc)
'

xUk)
-

x7(fc) xUk)
x8(fc) , Xfjik) = xíik)

Xg(fc) xiik)

.
Xio(fc)

_
.
^íoW

.

Xnik) =

The error tracking Zu at the instant fc + 1 is:

Znik + 1) - Xuik + 1)
- Xf¡ik + 1)

(3.31)

(3.32)

where Znik + 1) is given by:
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Zn(k + 1) =

z6(k + 1)

z7(k + 1)

zs(k + 1)

z9(k + 1)

zio(k + 1)

(3

u

;
—>

Kalman filter

Plant

(robot)

Neural

Identification

w

y

Neural

control

Desired

trajectory
y^

Figure 3.7: Neurad control structure

Replacing the following estimated valúes:

wi+5tl(k) tanh[xi+5(fc)] + iüi+5i2(fc) tanh[xi(fc)]2 tanh[xi+5(fc)] .

+u>i+5,3(k) tanh[x¿(fc)]2 + u>i+5i__ik) tanh[x¿(fc)]2 tanh[xi+5(fc)]

in (3.32) and expanding the expression we obtain:
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z6ik + 1)

z7{k + 1)

z8ik + 1)

z9{k + 1)

zwik + 1)

iü6i(fc) tanh[x6(fc)] + w62ik) tanh[xi(fc)]2 tanh[x6(fc)] . . .

+^63(fc) tanh[xi(fc)]2 + iü64(fc) tanh[xi(fc)]2 tanh[x6(fc)]

w7iik) tanh[x7(fc)] + iu72(fc) tanh[x2(fc)]2 tanh[x7(fc)] . . .

+w73ik) tanh[x2(fc)]2 + iü74(fc) tanh[x2(fc)]2 tanh[x7(fc)]

u;8i(fc) tanh[x8(fc)] + t/.82(fc) tanh[x3(fc)]2 tanh[x8(fc)] . . .

+iu83(fc) tanh[x3(fc)]2 + ws4ik) tanh[x3(fc)]2 tanh[x8(fc)]

u;9i(fc) tanh[xg(fc)] + iu92(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]2 tanh[xg(fc)] . . .

+iüg3(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]2 + iüg4(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]2 tanh[x9(fc)]

wioi (fc) tanh[xio(fc)] + uiW2ik) tanh[x5(fc)]2 tanh[xi0(fc)] . . .

+«>io3(fc) tanh[x5(fc)]2 + tui04(fc) tanh[x5(fc)]2 tanh[xi0(fc)]

+

+

... (3.34)

w12ik + l) 0 0 0 0

0 iü22(fc + l) 0 0 0

0 0 w32(k + l) 0 0

0 0 0 ii;42(fc + l) 0

0 0 0 0 uta (fc

-x -1

fci2ri(fc + l) + xf(fc + 2)-
fc2z2(fc + l) + xí[(fc + 2)-
k3z3{k + 1) + x(ik + 2)

-

fc4.z4(fc + 1) + x^(fc + 2) -

fc525(fc + l)+xf(fc + 2)-

tí-65 ik) 0 O

O w75(fc) O

O O u,85(fc)
0 0 0

0 0 0

iün(fc + 1) tanh[xi(fc + 1)]
^21 (fc + 1) tanh[x2(fc + 1)]
iy3i(fc + l)tanh[x3(fc + l)j
iy4i(fc + 1) tanh[x4(fc + 1)]

iü5i(fc + l)tanh[x5(fc + l)]

0 0
■

nik)
■

0 0 r2(fc)
0 0 Mk)

U>95(fc) 0 nik)
0 Wl05(fc)

. .
Mk)

Finally, if the error tracking Znik + 1) = O in (3.34), then we obtain the following
neural control r:
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r =

ri(fc) ] r u,65(fc) oooo

r2(fc) 0 tü75(fc) 0 0 0

r3(fc) =- 0 0 wu(k) 0 0

nik) 0 0 0 u;95(fc) 0

T5(fc) J [ 0 0 0 0 WiMÍfc)

U/*6i(fc) tanh[xe(fc)] + w^2(k) tanh[xi(fc)]2 tanh[xe(fc)] . . .

+u>63Ík) tanh[xi(fc)]2 + tU64(fc) tanh[xi(fc)]2 tanh[x6(fc)]

io7i(fc) tanh[x7(fc)] + iu72(fc) tanh[x2(fc)]2 tanh[x7(fc)] . . .

+«,73(fc) tanh[x2(fc)]2 + u;74(fc) tanh[x2(fc)]2 tanh[x7(fc)]

iu8i(fc) tanh[x8(fc)] + iü82(fc) tanh[x3(fc)]2 tanh[x8(fc)] . . .

+f>83(fc) tanh[x3(fc)]2 + u;84(fc) tanh[x3(fc)]2 tanh[x8(fc)]

iU9i(fc) tanh[xg(fc)] + iog2(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]2 tanh[x9(fc)] . . .

+ti;g3(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]2 + u>g4(fc) tanh[x4(fc)]2 tanh[xg(fc)]

i^ioi (^) tanh[xio(fc)] + u>io2ik) tanh[x5(fc)]2 tanh[xio(fc)] . . .

+Wi03(fc) tanh[x5(fc)]2 + ií>io4(fc) tanh[xs(fc)]2 tanh[xio(fc)]

-i

+

wi2(fc + l) 0 0 0 0

0 w22ik + l) 0 0 0

0 0 tü32(fc + l) 0 0

0 0 0 K;42(fc + 1) 0

0 0 0 0 v>52Ík

(3.35)

hzi(k + 1) + xf(k + 2)
-

wn(k + 1) tanh[xx(fc + 1)]
k2z2(k + 1) + x£(fc + 2)

-

io2i(fc + 1) tanh[x2(fc + 1)]
fc32;3(fc + 1) + x^(fc + 2)

-

io3i(fc + 1) tanh[x3(fc + 1)]
fc424(fc + 1) + x^(fc + 2)

-

u;4i(fc + 1) tanh[x4(fc + 1)]
fc5^s(fc + 1) + ^(fc + 2)

- tü5i(fc + 1) tanh[x5(fc + 1)]

3.5 Simulation results

Figure 3.8 shows the identification error obtained from the neural network (3.17) pro

posed to identify the system (2.24). This RHONN (3.17) is trained by the Kalman filter

(3.19). The results show how the identification error is cióse to zero, as desired.

We can see in this figure that the identification error obtained by the neural network

tends to zero for all the states of the system (the five degrees of freedom redundant

robot).

For this control (3.35), we use the following Schur matrix (3.36) in order to reach
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Figure 3.8: Identification error

the desired trajectory with a tracking error cióse to zero:

K,=

0.99 0 0 0 0

0 0.6 0 0 0

0 0 0.4 0 0

0 0 0 0.2 0

0 0 0 0 0.1

(3.36)

The desired trajectory qref to reach, is the following:

Qref
=

0.15

10^ sin(0.5í)

-10-**f*jcos(0.5í)
6-^-^(0.5*)
8*^8^(0.50

(3.37)

First, we use this neural control (3.35) without disturbances and we obtain the

signáis of Figures 3.9 to 3.11. Figure 3.9 shows simulation results of desired positions

qref (continuous line) versus output positions q (dotted line) for each of the five links
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of the five degrees of freedom redundant robot, where q\ to «75 represent the position of

each of the five links of the system. This figure shows how the real positions converge
to the desired positions.

Figure 3.10 shows the control signáis T\ to T5 obtained in the simulation of this

neural control without disturbances for each of the five links of the robot. Finally, we

can see the tracking error e¿ for the neural control in Figure 3.11. This figure shows

how all this tracking errors ei to es, obtained from the neural control, tend to zero.

Then, we use this neural control (3.35) with two disturbances and we obtain the

signáis of Figures 3.12 to 3.14. The first disturbance occurs around the second 20 and

the second disturbance occurs around the second 55.

Figure 3.12 shows the desired positions qre¡ (continuous line) and the output po

sitions q (dotted line) for e.ach of the five links of the robotic arm (with these two

disturbances). We can see how the real positions converge to the desired positions be

fore the first disturbance. After the first disturbance, which occurs around the second

20, the current positions are separated from the desired positions due to the disturbance,

but eventually they converge to the desired positions.

Around the second 55, the current positions are separated from the desired positions

again due to the second disturbance in the system. However, the current positions

converge again to the desired positions.

Figure 3.13 shows the control signáis for each of the five links Ti to T5. We can see

in this figure how the control signáis are adjusted in order to correct the disturbances

around the second 20 and the second 55.

Finally, Figure 3.14 shows the tracking error for each of the five links of the system,

ei to e$. We can see how the tracking error tends to zero at the beginning of the

simulation. Then, the tracking error increases around the second 20 due to the first

disturbance. After this, the error tends to zero but around the second 55 this tracking
error increases again due to the second disturbance in the system. Finally, the tracking
error tends to zero.
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Figure 3.9: Positions (<fc vs. qi_ref)
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Chapter 4

Fuzzy control

4.1 Background

In a classical (crisp) set, if ZT" is the universe of discourse, i.e. contains all the possible
elements in a context or a particular application. A classical set A inside the universe

of discourse U may be defined by a list of its elements (list method) or by specifying the

properties that an element has to satisfy in order to be part of the set (rule method).
The first method can be used only in finite sets, therefore, its use is limited. Instead,
the second method is more general, where a set A can be represented by:

A — {x e U\x satisfies some conditions} (4.1)

There exists a third method to define a classical set A by a Membership Function

(MF) taking valúes zero or one, denoted by /¿¿(a:), where:

"■»«-{ J5:m <4-2»

The set A is mathematically equivalent to the membership function nAix) in the sense

that knowing ^(x) is equivalent to know the set A itself. In a classical set, an element

may belong to a set Í(j.a(x) = 1) or not Íi¿a(x) = 0).

In contrast to a classical set, a fuzzy set is a set where a sharp boundary does not

exist. This is, the transition of belonging and not belonging to a set is gradual and this

transition is characterized by the membership function, which give to the fuzzy system,
the flexibility to model linguistic expressions, for example: "the water is cold", "the

temperature is hot"- These examples use the words "cold" and "hot" to describe "the

water" and "the temperature", this is, the variables "the water" and "the temperature"
take as valúes "cold" and "hot" respectively. If a variable can take words of a natural

language as is valúes (cold, warm, hot; slow, fast, etc.), then, it is called a linguistic
variable where its valúes are characterized in the fuzzy sets defined inside the universe

of discourse, where the variables are defined [6] [16].

45
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Figure 4.1: Membership functions

A linguistic variable is defined by (X, T, V, M), where X is the ñame of the

linguistic variable i "temperature of the water"), T is the set of linguistic valúes that

can be taken by X, for example: T ={cold, warm, hot}. V is the physical domain

where the variable X take its quantitative valúes: V =[0°, 30°]. M is a semantic rule

that relates each linguistic valué in T with a fuzzy set in V. In this example "cold",
"warm

"
and "hot

"
are related by the membership functions.

IfX is a collection of objects denoted by x, then the fuzzy set A in X is defined by
the following ordered pair:

A = {ix,iiA{x))\xeX} (4.3)

where the membership function fJ,Aix) relates each element ofX with a continuos mem

bership valué between 0 and 1. Membership functions can be: triangular, trapezoidal,

Gaussian, bell shaped or sigmoidal.

Triangular and trapezoidal membership functions have been extensively used be-

cause they have simple formulas and a good computational efficiency. They are used

especially in real time applications.

A triangular membership function is defined by three parameters {a, b, c} which

determine the three corners of the triangle:

triangleix; a, b, c) — maximini
x a c

—

x

b —

a c
— b

),0) (4.4)
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A trapezoidal membership function is defined by the four parameters {a, b, c, d}
as follows:

JO ~ ~ d C ~~ X

trapezoid(x; a, b, c, d) = raorfminí- , 1, -), 0) (4.5)
o
—

a c
— o

Rizzy .sets, which are loosely described, play an important role in human thinking,
in particular in the pattem recognition área, Communications and abstraction.

A fuzzy system is a knowledge based or a rule based system. The center of the fuzzy

system is the base of knowledge which consists in the IF-THEN fuzzy rules. These rules

are IF-THEN declarations where a few words are defined by continuous membership
functions. For example, IF the temperature of the water is cold, THEN increase the

heat.

4.2 Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model

The fuzzy model proposed by Takagi and Sugeno is composed by IF-THEN rules which

represent local linear input-output relations of a nonlinear system. The main charac

teristic of a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model is to express dynamic characteristics in a local

form of each implication rule by a linear model of the system.

The t rules that conform a Takagi-Sugeno model are as follows:

Rule i of the model for a fuzzy continuos system:
IF Zi(í) is Mu and ■ • - .and Zp(t) is Mip,

™» { i(Mtt:(tr(,) '-"•■■■'

Rule i of the model for a discrete fazzy system:
IF Zi(k) is Mu and • • • .and zp(k) is Af¿p,

/ x(k + 1) = Aixik) + BMk)
THEN

1 y(k) = dxik),
¿ = 1,2,

Here, Aíy is the fuzzy set and r is the number of rules of the model; x € i2" is the state

vector; u e if" is the input vector; y e Rq is the output vector. A¡ € iTxn, Bi € Rnxm,
and Ci € Rqxn; zx,- ■■

,zp known .are premise variables, which are functions of the state

variables, external disturbances or time disturbances; z is a vector which contains all

the independent elements Zi,- • •

,Zp.

The Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model [10] is a method to approximate nonlinear systems
as linear systems. Then, linear control strategies are developed, for each linear system,
that stabilize each subsystem separately.

In order to design a fuzzy control (4.2), it is necessary to have the fuzzy model

of the nonlinear system. Therefore, the construction of the fuzzy model represents an

important and basic step.
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Figure 4.2: Diagram for obtaining a fuzzy controller.

In general, there exist two approaches to build a fuzzy model:

1. Identification of the fuzzy model by using input-output data.

2. To obtain the fuzzy model from the nonlinear equations of the model.

The second approach uses the idea of nonlinear sector, local approximation or a

combination of both in order to get the fuzzy model.

The nonlinear sector idea to design a fuzzy model appeared for first time in [6].
A non-linear sector is based in the following concept: Let x(t) = /(x(í)) be a simple
nonlinear system, where /(O) = 0. The objective is to find a global sector which satisfies
the following expression:

¿(í) = /(-r(í))e[ai,a2]x(í)

Figure 4.3 [14] shows the nonlinear sector approach. This approach guarantees an

exact fuzzy model construction.

Even though, sometimes it is difficult to find a global sector in general nonlinear

systems. In this case, local nonlinear sectors are considered. This is because variables of

physical systems are always bounded. Figure 4.4 [14] shows the local nonlinear sector,
where two lines make the local nonlinear sector with —cí < x(t) < d. The fuzzy model

exactly represents the nonlinear system in the región [14], this is:

-d < x(t) < d

Another approach to obtain T-S fuzzy models is the so-called Local Approximation

in Fuzzy Partition Spaces. The spirit of the approach is to approximate nonlinear terms

by judiciously chosen linear terms. This procedure leads to reduction of the number
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of model rules. For instance, a the fuzzy model constructed using the nonlinear sector

approach may have more rules in comparison, to a fuzzy model constructed using the

nonlinear sector idea.

The number of model rules is directly related to complexity of analysis. This is

because the number of rules for the overaU control system is basically the combination

of the model rules and control rules.

Although local approximation technique leads to the reduction of the number of

rules for fuzzy models, designing control laws based on the approximated fuzzy model

may not guarantee the stability of the original nonlinear systems under such control

laws. One of the approaches to alleviate the problem is to introduce robust controller

design.

The so-called parallel distributed compensation (PDC) began with a model-based

design procedure proposed by Kang and Sugeno. The design procedure is named "paral
lel distributed compensation". The PDC offers a procedure to design a fuzzy controller

from a given T-S fuzzy model. To realize the PDC, a controlled object (nonlinear

system) is first represented by a T-S fuzzy model. In the PDC design, each control

rule is designed from the corresponding rule of a T-S fuzzy model The designed fuzzy
controller shares the same fuzzy sets with the fuzzy model in the premise parts. For a

fuzzy models, we may construct the following fuzzy controller via the PDC [14]:

Control Rule i:

IF zi(t) is Mu and • • • and zp(t) is Mip,
THEN u(t) = -Fix(t), i = 1,2,. • •

,r

The fuzzy control rules have a linear controller (state feedback laws in this case) in
the consequent parts. The overall fuzzy controller is represented by:

r

J2M<t))FiXÍt) r

«(*) = —r
=

___

hiizit))FiXÍt) (4.6)

t=i

The fuzzy controller design is to determine the local feedback gains F¿ in the con

sequent parts. With the PDC we have a simple and natural procedure to handle non-

linear control systems. Other nonlinear control techniques require special and rather

involved knowledge.

4.3 Application to the 5DOF robot model

The local approximation in fuzzy partition spaces is used to obtain the fuzzy model of

the 5DOF robot (2.25). Therefore, the nonlinear model of the robot is linearized and
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evaluated in some operations points. Then, we have the matrices A and B that will be

used to créate the fuzzy controller.

We chose the following operation points:
—

n, —_, 0, +§ and +~ radians. We

linearize .and evalúate all the states of the 5DOF model (2.25) in these operation points.
When the 5DOF model is linearized and evaluated in +§ and -f we obtain the same

matrices A and B. These matrices evaluated in ±| are called A±n/2 and B±^/2. In

the same way, when this model is linearized and evaluated in +- and —

-

the same

matrices A and B are obtained. We cali these matrices evaluated in ±it as A±-„ and

B±x. Finally, the matrices A and B linearized and evaluated in 0 radians are called Ao

and B0.

Therefore, the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model of the 5DOF is defined by the operation

points:
—

7r,
—

|, 0, -ff and +it radians, and by the matrices: Ao, Bq, A±v/2, B±n/2,
A^ .and B±„.

When linearizing and evaluating the matrices A .and B of the 5DOF robot model

(2.25) in 0 radians, we get:

A =

B0 =

'

0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000

0 0 0 0 0 - -9.9051 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.1918 0.1976 -0.0023 -0.0030

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1976 - -0.3975 0.2000 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0023 0.2000 -0.3976 0.1999

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0030 0 0.1999 -0.3971

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0.4255 0 0 0 0

0 1.9182 -1.9759 0.0233 0.0303

0 -1.9759 3.9752 -1.999Í
'

0.0004

0 0.0233 -1.9997 3.9755 -1.9992

0 0.0303 0.0004 -1.9995! 3.9712

When the matrices A and B from (2.25) are linearized and evaluated in —

f or in
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+
_,

we obtain

'

0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000

A±tt/2 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 - -9.9051 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.1917 0.1917 -C .003.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1917 - -0.3856 0.1975

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0035 0.1975 -C .390.'

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0035 - -0.0040 0.1968

T-J

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-Di-r/2
=

0.4255 0 0 0 0

0 1.9165 -1.9165 0.0354 -0.0354

0 -1.9165 3.8557 -1.9746 0.0397

0 0.0354 -1.9746 3.9029 -1.9680

0 -0.0354 0.0397 -1.968C 3.9622

o

o

o

o

1.0000

o

0.0035

-0.0040

0.1968

-0.3962

Finally, when we linearize and evalúate A and B from (2.25) in
we obtain:

-tt or +7r radians,

A±- =

0

0

0

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

B±n =

0

0

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0.4255

O

O

o

o

O

O

O

o

O

o -

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

1.9182

-1.8606

-0.0920

0.0384

1.0000

O

O

O

O

-9.9051

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

o

o

o

-1.8606

3.7444

-1.8148

-0.0773

O

1.0000

O

O

O

O

-0.1918

0.1861

0.0092

-0.0038

O

O

O

1.0000

o

o

o

0.1861

-0.3744

0.1815

0.0077

O

O

O

O

1.0000

O

O

0.0092

0.1815

-0.3836

0.1921

O

O

o

o

1.0000

o

-0.0038

0.0077

0.1921

-0.3954

O

O

o

o

o

-0.0920

-1.8148

3.8364

-1.9213

O

O

o

o

o

0.0384

-0.0773

-1.9213

3.9544
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4.4 Fuzzy control

We use the matrices of the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model of the 5DOF robot, obtained

from the local approximation in fuzzy partition spaces (Ao, Bo, A±„¡2, B_v¡2, A±n and

■B±ir), to créate a fuzzy control for this system. We use the input-output technique in

order to design the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy control. We design one control for each of the

three cases of the fuzzy model (0, ±|, ±n).

FVom the 5DOF robot model (2.25) we define the following system:

¿i =
x6 (4.7)

x2 = x7

x3
=

xg

¿4 =
Xg

X5
~ ^10

X6 — 066-^6 + 067^7 + «68^8 + O69X9 + 0610^10 + ¿>6l"l

+¿62^2 + b63U3 + í>64«4 + &65*t5

X7
=

076^6 + 0-772:7 + ^78^8 + 079X9 + 0710X10 + 671^1

+b72U2 + b73U3 + 674U4 + 675W5

Xs
=

Og6X6 + 087X7 + OS8X8 + 039X9 + OaioXio + bsiUi

+b82U2 + b63U3 + 684«4 + ¿85^5

Xg
= 096X6 + 097X7 + a98X8 "I- 099X9 + OgioXio + 6gi«l

+bg2U2 + 693U3 + 694U4 + 695U5

¿10 = fllOe^ + 0107^7 + Oi08#8 + O109X9 + OioioXio + ¿lOl^l

+¿102^2 + &103U3 + ¿104^4 + ^105^5

The tracking error is defined by:
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en = xí- Xi.ref ; for i = 1, • • ■ ,5 (4.8)

¿il = ¿i- Xitref (4-9)

¿tl =

Xl5+i)
-

Xi.ref
=

£i2 (4-10)

e_2
=

xl5+i)
-

Xi_re¡ ; for i = 1, • • • ,5 (4.11)

¿t2 = ¿(5+t)
~

Xi¡ref (4-12)

¿¿2 =

0(5+i)6X6 + a(5+¿)7X7 + a(5+í)8x8 + 0(5+^)9X9 + a(5+i)ioXi0
• • • (4-13)

+b(5+i)lUl + *->(5+t)2*Í2 + í>(5+¿)3«3 + &(5+i)4«4 + &(5+i)5U5
~

-"--Ve/

The following condition will be defined in order to reduce the error:

¿i2 =

-a*ii£¿i
-

a-i2e¿2 ; for ¿ = 1, • • •

,
5 (4.14)

with an, a¡2 > 0

Using (4.10) and (4.13) we obtain the following system:

bsiUi + 662"2 + 663"3 + ^64^4 + b65U5 = -an£u
-

ai2£l2 + ¿iref
-

a66x6 (4.15)

—067X7
—

068Xg
—

069X9
—

O61QX10

67IÍÍI + ¿72^2 + b73U3 + &74«4 + &75^5 = —

a2i£2i
—

a¡22£22 + x2ref
—

a76X6
•

—077X7
—

a78x8
—

079X9
—

a7ioXio

68lUl + &82"2 + &83"3 + ^84^4 + &85W5 =

-Oí3ie31
~

«32£32 + X3ref
~

086X6
*

—

087X7
—

088X8
—

OsgXg
—

OsiqXio

tgiUi + b92U2 + bg3U3 + 694U4 + bg5U5 = -ome_n
-

a42£42 + xÍTe¡
-

ag$xG
■

—ag7X7
—

agsXs
—

OggXg
—

0910X10

¿101^1 + ¿102^2 + ¿103^3 + 6104U4 + ¿105^5 = -<*5l£51
~

"52^52 + X5ref
~

O.i06X6
• • •

—0107X7
—

Oi08Xg
—

OiogXg
—

OíoioXiQ

In order to simplify these expressions, let P be a vector defined as follows:

Pi

P2

P = P3 (4.16)
Pa.

Ps

where:
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-Pi = -"lien -

<*i2£i2

Pi = -a2i£2i
~

«¡22^22

P3 = -C*3ie31
-

0¡32£32

P4 = -a4i£4i
-

Q¡42£42

P5 = -o¡5ieSi
—

a52e52

FVom (4.15) we obtain the following expression:

¿61 ¿62 ¿63 ¿64 ¿65

671 ¿72 ¿73 ¿74 ¿75

¿si ¿82 ¿83 ¿84 ¿85

¿91 ¿92 ¿93 ¿94 ¿95

¿101 ¿102 ¿103 ¿104 ¿105

Ul

U2

"3

U4

u5

Pl + Xlref
~

0662*6
~

O67X7
- •

068^8
—

O69X9
—

OeíoXio

P2 + x2ref
—

a76x6
—

077X7
- •

a78X8
—

O79X9
—

0710X10

P3 + ¿3re/
~

086^6
~

O87X7
- •

088X8
—

08gXg
—

OgioXio

P4 + X4rc/
—

Og6X6
—

097X7
— *

ag8X8
—

OggXg
—

OgiflXio

P5 + X5ref
—

Oi06X6
—

0107X7
-

O1082-8
—

OiogXg
—

OioiqXio

0 .17)

Therefore, from 4.17,the input vector u for each of the three cases of the Takagi-

Sugeno fuzzy model of the 5DOF redundant robot is:

Ul ¿61 ¿62 ¿63 ¿64 ¿65

U2 ¿71 ¿72 ¿73 ¿74 ¿75

u3
— ¿81 ¿82 ¿83 ¿84 ¿85

U4 ¿91 ¿92 ¿93 ¿94 ¿95

u5 ¿101 ¿102 ¿103 ¿104 ¿105

Pl + X\ref
~

066X6
-

067X7
- •

068^8
—

069Xg
—

06ioXio

P2 + x2ref
—

a76x6
-

077X7
- •

078^8
—

07gXg
—

0710X10

P3 + x3ref
—

a86x6
-

añ7x7
— •

O88X8
—

OsgXg
—

08ioXio

P4 + X4re/
—

Og6X6
—

Og7X7
— ■

OggXs
—

OggXg
—

OgioXio

P5 + X5ref
~

Oi06X6
-

0107X7
-

0108^8
—

OiogXg
—

OioiqXio

(4.18)

The block diagram for this fuzzy control is shown in Figure 4.5. The controls for

these three cases are interpolated by the membership functions shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Fuzzy control block diagram
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Figure 4.6: Membership functions

4.5 Simulation

For this control, we use the following valúes:

au
= 500 «12 = 500

"21 = 500 a22 = 500

"31 = 500 "32 = 500

om = 500 a42 = 500

"51 = 500 0¡52 = 500

These a valúes and the valúes of the matrices: A0, A±7r/2, A±-, B0, -B±*r/2 and B±„
of the fuzzy model, are used in order to design a control for each of the following cases:

0, —_ , -ff , —ix and +7r radians. As we mentioned before, the case with -ff and -|
radians have the same behavior. In the same way, the case with +n and — tt radians

also have the same behavior.
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Rrom 4.18, for the matrices Ao and Bo we have:

rio = (2.3502)Ao + (0)/20 + (0)/30 + (0)/40 + (0)/50

r2o = (0)/10 + (2.1232)/2o-f(1.5750)/3o-f(1.0331)/4o + (0.5037)/5o

rao = (0)/io + (1.5750)/2o-f(1.5487)/3o + (1.0225)/4o + (0.5026)/5o

T40 = (0)/io + (1.0331)/20 -f (1.0225)/30 + (1.0120)/40 + (0.5015)/50

tío = (0)/io + (0.5037)/20 + (0.5026)/30 + (0.5015)/40 + (0.5004)/50

where

/io = -(-9, 9051)x6
-

(0)x7 -

(0)x8
-

(0)x9
-

(0)x10 + P\+ ¿iré/

fw = (0)x6
-

(-0.1918)x7
-

(0.1976)x8 -

(-0.0023)x9
-

(-0.0030)xi0 + P2 + x2ref

/so = (0)x6 -

(0.1976)x7
-

(-0.3975)x8
-

(0.2000)x9
-

(O)xio -f P3 + x3ref

/40 = (0)x6
-

(-0.0023)x7
-

(0.2000)x8
-

(-0.3976)x9
-

(0.1999)xi0 + P4 + x4re/

/so = (0)x6-(-0.0030)x7-(0)x8-(0.1999)xg-(-0.3971)xio-f P5-fx5re/

In the same way, from 4.18, for the matrices A±„y2,and B±lt/2, we obtain:

tu = (2.3502)/n + (0)/21 + (0)/3i + (0)/4i + (0)/51

r2i
= (0)/n + (2.0264)/2i + (1.5138)/3i + (0.9993)/4i + (0.4993)/5i

r3i = (0)/n -f (1.5138)/2i + (1.5232)/3i + (1.0087)/4i + (0.4993)/5i

r4i = (0)/n -f (0.9993)/2i -f (1.0087)/3i + (1.0098)/4i + (0.5004)/5i

r5i = (0)/n + (0.4993)/2i -f (0.4993)/3i + (0.5004)/4i + (0.5004)/5i

where

/n = -(-9, 9051)x6
-

(0)x7
-

(0)x8
-

(0)x9
-

(0)xi0 + Pi -f xire/

/21 = (0)x6
- (-0.1917)x7

-

(0.1917)x8
-

(-0.0035)x9 -

(0.0035)xi0 + P2 + x2ref

/31 = (0)x6
- (0.1917)x7

- (-0.3856)x8
-

(0.1975)x9
-

(-0.0040)xi0 + P3 + x3re/

/n = (0)x6
- (-0.0035)x7

-

(0.1975)x8
-

(-0.3903)x9
-

(0.1968)xi0 + P4 + x4re/

/si = (0)x6
- (0.0035)x7

-

(-0.0040)x8
-

(0.1968)x9
-

(-0.3962)xi0 + P5 + x5re/

Finally, from 4.18, for the matrices A±n and P±7r, we get:
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ri2 = (2.3502)/i2 + (0)/aa + (0)/32 + (0)/42 + (0)/52

r22
= (0)/i2 + (2.0144)/» + (1.4998)/s2 + (1.0079)/42 + (0.4995)/52

r32
= (0)/i2 + (1.4998)/» + (1.5071)/32 + (0.9996)/42 + (0.5006)/52

r42
= (0)/i2 + (1.0079)/» + (0.9996)/32 + (1.0078)/42 + (0.4994)/52

r52
= (0)/12 + (0.4995)/» + (0.5006)/32 + (0.4994)/42 + (0.5005)/52

where

/12 = -

(-9, 9051)x6
-

(0)x7
-

(0)x8
-

(0)x9 - (0)xi0 + Pi + xw

/22 = (o)x6 - (-0.1918)x7
-

(0.1861)x8
-

(0.0092)x9
- (-0.0038)xXo + P2 + x2re/

/32 = (0)x6
-

(0.1861)x7
-

(-0.3744)x8
-

(0.1815)x9
-

(0.0077)xi0 + P3 + x3rc/

/42 = (0)x6
- (0.0092)x7

-

(0.1815)x8
-

(-0.3836)x9
- (0.1921)xi0 + P4 + x4re/

/52 = (0)x6
-

(-0.0038)x7
-

(0.0077)x8
-

(0.1921)x9
-

(-0.3954)xi0 + P5 + x5re/

The membership functions used in the implementation of this control are shown

in Figure 4.6. The interpolation of these three controls is given by these membership

functions, thus, the control signal r of the fuzzy control is given by:

r =

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

rio(FMo) + Tn(FMi) + ri2(PM2)
r20(FM0) + r2i(FMi) + T22{FM2)
T30ÍFM0) + TniFMi) + r32iFM2)

UoiFMo) + UiiFMi) + Ti2{FM2)
TwiFMo) + niiFMi) + T52iFM2)

(4.19)

In this simulation the following references qTe¡ are used:

Qref
=

0.15

10-jfp cos(0.5í)

-lO-jfoCOSÍO.Sí)
6*^008(0.5*)
8*^005(0.5*)

(4.20)
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First we use the fuzzy control r (4.19) in order to track the desired trajectory qref

and we obtain the simulation results shown in Figures 4.7 to 4.9. The position of each of

the five link of the five degrees of freedom redundant robot is shown in Figure 4.7. The

continuous line represents the desired positions qre¡ and the dotted line represents the

output position q obtained from the fuzzy control. This figure shows how the output

positions converge to the desired positions for each of the five links of the five degrees
of freedom robot redundant.

The control signáis Ti to T5 generated by the fuzzy control for each link of the five

degrees of freedom redundant robot in the system without disturbances are shown in

Figure 4.8. The trajectory tracking error e for the fuzzy control applied to the robotic

arm can be seen in the Figure 4.9. We can see how the tracking error with this fuzzy
control tends to zero.

In addition, Figures 4.10 to 4.12 show the simulation results of the fuzzy control for

the system with three disturbances. The first disturbance occurs around the second 20,
the second disturbance occurs around the second 55 and the last disturbance occurs

around the second 90. Figure 4.10 shows the desired positions (continuous line) and

the output positions (dotted line) qi to q$, obtained with the fuzzy control with these

three disturbances in the system.

We can see in this results how the output positions converge to the desired positions.
Around the second 20 the current positions are separated from the desired positions
due to the first disturbance but eventually they converge. Later, around the second 55,

the current positions are separated from the desired positions again due to the second

disturbance. Finally, this occurs one last time with the third disturbance around the

second 90. Then the output positions converge again in the desired positions.

The control signáis T\ to T5 generated for each of the links for this simulation

with three disturbances are shown in Figure 4.11. This figure shows how the control

signáis are adjusted in order to correct the errors. These errors are caused by the three

disturbances which occur around the second 20, 55 and 90.

Finally, Figure 4.12 shows the tracking error for the system with three perturbations

around the second 20, 55 and 90. At the beginning of the simulation the error tends

to zero, but when the first disturbance occurs around the second 20 the tracking error

increases. Then, the error tends to zero again until the second disturbance occurs

around the second 55. Finally, the tracking error tends to zero again after the third

disturbance around the second 90.
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Figure 4.7: Positions (tji vs. qiref)
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Chapter 5

Neuro-fuzzy control

5.1 Neuro-fuzzy hybrid techniques

Rizzy logic and neural networks have properties that make them appropriate to some

specific problems. Neuro-fuzzy hybrid systems allow using the advantages of learning
from the neural networks with the power of linguistic interpretation from the fuzzy

systems.

Fuzzy systems have the advantage that they can represent the knowledge in an ex

plicit form, moreover, verification and optimization of this form to represent knowledge
is easy and efficient. However, tredning for fuzzy systems can not be explicitly defined.

Neural networks have the advantage that they train themselves from a set of data.

However, the way that they represent knowledge can not be easily interpreted or mod

ified.

Neuro-fuzzy controllers can be divided into three different áreas (Figure 5.1):
1. Concurrent models: this models are fuzzy systems and neural networks that work

together, although each one does not determine the parameters of the other.

2. Cooperative models: these models are defined as a fuzzy system with neuronal

training, this is, theses models have two stages, one of training and another one of

Neuro-Fuzzy

Concurrent Cooperative Hybrid

Figure 5.1: Neuro-fuzzy controllers

67
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Figure 5.2: Sugeno fuzzy model

operation. Neural networks are used to determine the parameters of operation for the

fuzzy control.

3. Hybrid models: these models can be defined as the neural networks and fuzzy

systems working together. There are two different kinds of hybrid models: a neural

system with a fuzzy behavior or a fuzzy system with distributed parameters.

The controller model of an ANFIS (adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system) is an

hybrid model which is derived from the behavior of an adaptive network of forward

propagation [4].

5.2 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems (AN

FIS)

An Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is a method that allows determ

ining the rule base of a fuzzy system by the training of an artificial neural network from

a data collection. With its training the neural network obtains the valúes that repres
ent the best the membership functions of the fuzzy model. The ANFIS architecture is

functionally equivalent to a Sugeno fuzzy model (Figure 5.2) [4], as follows:

h

h

f

Píx + qiy + ri

P2X + q2y + r2

u>ifi + w2f2 _ , _ ,

—-—

;
— = Wifi + w2f2

tü! +w2
(5.1)

For simplicity, the fuzzy inference system architecture is described under the con-

sideration that it has two inputs: x, y and the output z. For a first order Sugeno fuzzy

model, a typical set of two IF-THEN rules (Figure 5.3) [4] can be expressed as

Rule 1: If x is Ai and y is P-., then /i = p-x + qiy + n,

Rule 2: If x is A2 and y is B2, then f2 = p2x + q2y + r2,
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Figure 5.3: ANFIS .architecture

Figure 5.2 shows a Sugeno fuzzy model of two rules and two inputs x, y. The

architecture for an ANFIS is shown in Figure 5.3, where nodes of the same layer have

similar functions as described below, where the exit of the node i in the layer l is denoted

as O-^.The layers in an ANFIS are:

by:

Layer 1: Each node in this layer is an adaptive node, with an output node defined

Oi,i = VaM)' for ¿ = 1,2

Oi,i = fJ.Bi-2(y)> for ¿ = 3,4 (5.2)

where x and y are the inputs to the node; Ai and Bi_2 are fuzzy sets associated with

this node. In other words, in this layer are the membership valúes of the premises.

They can be defined for any kind of membership function, for example, a bell function:

Va(x) =
i + i^m

(5.3)

here {o¿, 6¿, Cj} is the parameter set. The parameters of this layer are known as premise

parameters.

Layer 2: Each node in this layer is a fixed node with the label JJ, which multiplies
the input signáis. Its output is the result of this multiplication.

02ti = Wi = fj.A.(x) x fJ.B.iy), i = 1,2. (5.4)

The output of each node represents the firing strength of a rule. In fact, any T-norm

operator that performs fuzzy AND operations may be used as the function in the nodes

of this layer.
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Layer 3: Each node in this layer i is a node labeled N. The ¿-th node calculates

the firing strength norm of the previous layer:

03,i = wi = ^—,i = 1,2. (5.5)
Wl +w2

For convenience, outputs of this layer will be called normalized firing strengths.

Layer 4: Each node in this layer is an adaptive node with a function:

Oí,í = ü>ifi = WiipiX + q{y + Ti) (5.6)

where Wi is the output of layer 3 and {pix+qiy+ri} is the set of parameters. Parameters

in this layer will be referred to as consequent parameters.

Layer 5: The only node in this layer is a fixed node labeled J^, which sums all the

input signáis:

Y^mfi
05,i = Y,ñifi =^- (5-7)

i

Therefore, with these five layers, an adaptive network that has exactly the same function

than a Sugeno fuzzy model has been created. But this structure is not the only one,

since layers 3 and 4 can be easily combined to obtain an equivalent network of only
four layers. In a similar way, the firing strengths normalization may be perform in the

last layer.

The architecture of an ANFIS that is equivalent to a Sugeno fuzzy model of first

order with two inputs and with two rules is shown in Figure 5.3. This ANFIS is

equivalent to the Sugeno fuzzy model of Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.4 [4] shows the architecture of an ANFIS that is equivalent to a Sugeno

fuzzymodel of first order with two inputs and with nine rules. It also shows the partition
of the input space into nine fuzzy regions.

5.3 Neuro-fuzzy control

An Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is trained with an input-output
data collection that describes the behavior of the 5DOF redundant robot in a certain

región of operation. This data collection has been obtained from the neural control

simulation from Chapter 3. In order to describe the system there were considered the

valúes of the position of the joints q, the position error e and the control signal u of

each of the five joints of the system. The neural network of this neuro-fuzzy control is

trained in order to obtain the valúes that represent the best the membership functions

of the Sugeno fuzzy model of the 5DOF redundant robot.
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Figure 5.6: Prototype Data used to train the Neural Network

The procedure flowchart used in order to créate the neuro-fuzzy controller for the

five degrees of freedom redundant robot is shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.6 shows the origin of the data collection obtained from the neural control

simulation. This input-output data is used in order to train the ANFIS. The input data

is obtained from control signáis u applied into the system. The output data is obtained

from the position signáis q and the tracking error signáis e which are produced with

the corresponding control signáis.

There are proposed fifteen triangular membership functions to describe the position
of each of the five joints and fifteen triangular membership functions for the error

position in each of them. This number of membership functions for each variable was

selected because it shows a satisfactory result. The valúes for this membership functions

will be obtained from the neural network.

The fifteen membership functions considered for the position q of the joints are: Al,
A2, A3, AA, A5, A6, Al, A8, A9, A10, All, A12, A13, A14 and A15. In a similar way,

the membership functions that describe the error e are: Pl, B2, B3, B4, P5, BQ, Bl,

B8, B9, BlO, Pll, P12, P13, P14 and P15.

All the membership functions of the position and the error of the system for one

of the joints can be seen in Figure 5.7a. The membership functions in the top of the

figure belong to the position, and the other ones belong to the tracking error.

Triangular membership functions for the Sugeno fuzzy model of the system were

used because, as it was mentioned before, they have simple formulas and they have a

good computational efficiency. For this reason, they are commonly used in real time

applications. A fewer quantity of Gaussian membership functions would be needed in

order to describe the same system, but Triangular membership have better computa

tional efficiency than Gaussian memberships.

In order to control the system there exist 152 control rules which have the following
form:
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o If position q is Al and the tracking error e is Pl then the control signal is Cl
o If position q is A2 and the tracking error e is Pl then the control signal is C2
o If position q is A3 and the tracking error e is Pl then the control signal is C3

o If position q is A13 and the tracking error e is P15 then the control signal is C223
o If position q is A14 and the tracking error e is P15 then the control signal is C224

o If position q is A15 and the tracking error e is P15 then the control signal is C225

Figure 5.7b shows the ANFIS architecture for this two-input system with all the

control rules of the system for one of the joints in Matlab All the membership
functions for each of the inputs can be seen in the figure. As mentioned before, with

the neural network training we obtain the valúes that represent the best the membership
functions of the Sugeno fuzzy model for the 5DOF redundant robot.

The block diagram of this control is shown in Figure 5.8. Each of the five fuzzy
blocks is responsible to control each of the five joints of the system.

"I Plant

P (robot)

|_ neuro-fiuneuro-fuzzy
control

__
des Desired

trajectory

"des

e

Figure 5.8: Block diagram of the neuro-fuzzy control

Since this control was obtained from input-output data in a certain operating región

of the system, the control is not robust to parametric variations and stability out of the

operating región may not be warranted. Although it has certain inconveniences, it has
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Figure 5.9: 5D0F Redundant Robot

the advantage that it does not require the mathematical model of the system in order

to créate the control.

5.4 Simulation results

This neuro-fuzzy control is used in order to reach the desired trajectories qref- Using this

control in the five degrees of freedom redundant robot (Figure 5.9) without disturbances

we obtain the simulation results shown in Figures 5.10 to 5.12. This figures show the

position of the links, tracking errors and control signáis generated using this control.

The references qref used in order to obtain this simulations results are:

9re/
=

0.15

10^ sin(0.5í)

lOjf-j sin(0.5í)

6-ifg sin(0.5í)

8i|j8in(0.5t)

(5.8)

Figure 5.10 shows the positions qi to q^ for the robotic arm. The continuous line

shows the desired position qref while the dotted line shows the output position q oí the

neuro-fuzzy control.

Figure 5.11 shows the control signáis generated by the neuro-fuzzy control applied
to the five degrees of freedom redundant robot in order to reach the reference signáis
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qref (5.8). In this figure, we can see each of the five signáis tx to r5 for the five links of

the system without disturbances.

The tracking error e obtained with this neuro-fuzzy control, applied to the robotic

arm, in this case without disturbances, is shown in Figure 5.12. The figure shows how

the tracking error tends to zero.

Moreover, when we apply this control in this system with two disturbances, we ob

tain the simulation results of the Figures 5.13 to 5.15. In this case, the first disturbance

occurs around the second 20 and the second disturbance occurs around the second 90.

Figure 5.13 shows the positions of the five links of the robotic arm, q\ to q5, for this

case with two disturbances.

We can see in this figure how the current positions converge to the desired positions.
Around the second 20 the current positions are separated from the desired positions due

to the first disturbance. Then, the current positions converge to the desired positions.
When the second disturbance occurs around the second 90, the current positions diverge
from the desired positions again. Finally the real positions converge again in the desired

positions.

Figure 5.14 we can see the five control signáis for each of the five links of the system

Ti to r5. We can see in the figure how the control signáis are adjusted around the

second 20 and the second 90 in order to compénsate the two disturbances.

Finally, in Figure 5.15 we can see the tracking errors ei to es obtained with this

neuro-fuzzy control. We can see that the error tends to zero until around the second 20

when the first disturbance occurs. Then, the error tends to zero again until around the

second 90 when the second disturbance occurs. Finally, the error tends to zero again.
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Chapter 6

Prototype construction and

implementation

6.1 Original Prototype

The CINVESTAV original prototype was originally based on the seven degrees of free

dom ANAT (Articulated Nimble Adaptable Think) robot which is located in the ETS

(École de Technologie Supérieure) in Montreal, Canadá. Figure 6.1 shows the ANAT

robot located in Canadá.

Figure 6.1: ANAT

The original prototype of CINVESTAV had five degrees of freedom. Four of them

are rotational joints (angular movement) and the fifth is a prismatic joint (linear move

ment). The rotational joints were constructed with EYQF-63600-751 Barber Colman

motors whereas the prismatic joint was constructed with a 2424P-PSL Baldor motor.

83
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Simulink

Figure 6.2: Global scheme of the 5D0F robot control architecture

The characteristics of the motors used in the rotational joints and the prismatic joints
are:

Joint Mark Type Characteristics

Prismatic Baldor 2424P-PSL 42rpm; 90VDC; 280in-Lbs

Rotational Barber Colman EYQF-63600-751 20.67rpm; 24VDC; 110.86oz-in

The control signáis are created in a computer with the Matlab/Simulink software

with five control signáis, one for each joint. Then, these control signáis are sent from the

computer to the prototype through a National Instruments data acquisition board (NI
DAQ Card-6042E). Figure 6.2 shows the scheme of the prototype control architecture

scheme.

Since the data acquisition board used in the prototype is limited to the number

of analog outputs, the five control signal are sent through only one analog output of

the DAQ from the Matlab/Simulink software using Time-division multiplexing (TDM)
(Figure 6.3). In order to do this, a digital counter is used, which counts from 1 to

N, where N is the biggest number of the control signáis to be multiplexed. For the

5DOF robot case, N is equal to 5 because there are five control signáis. Also, a reset

digital signal is used in combination with the digital counter to detect each time that

the counter is reseted (Figure 6.4).

In the demultiplexing stage, five microcontrollers are used in order to reconstruct all

of the five control signáis. Each microcontroller reconstructs one of the five signáis using
the counter .and the reset digital signáis. When the valué of the counter is the same as

the valué of the joint which has been assigned to each of the microcontrollers, then that
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Counter
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Clock

JUUITL
Digital output 2

Figure 6.3: Multiplexing the N control sign.als

microcontroller uses the analog signal to genérate a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)

signal. Figure 6.5 the circuit for one of the microcontrollers which generates one of the

PWM signáis for one of the joints.

The microcontrollers genérate all the PWM signáis. Then, these signáis .are ampli-
fied and sent to each joint of the robotic arm prototype (four motors for the rotational

joints and one motor for the prismatic joint).

6.2 Current Prototype

In order to improve the original CINVESTAV prototype, some modifications have been

done. The motors used in the rotational joints have been changed and the motor of the

prismatic joint has been connected.

The EYQF-63600-751 Barber Colman motors were replaced for Dynamixel AX-

12 in all the four rotational joints. The electronic interphase was changed because

the communication protocol of the Dynamixel AX-12 is different than the one of the

previous motors. The multiplexing, demultiplexing and amplifying stages, which were

used to créate the motors control signáis, were removed. Therefore, the electronic

interphase was simplified.

The control signad for the prismatic joint is obtained from a computer which uses

the NI DAQ Card-6042E to send an analog signal to a PWM servo driver. This driver
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Figure 6.6: Original CINVESTAV Prototype

generates the PWM signal which in turn is sent to the 2424P-PSL Baldor motor of the

prismatic joint in order to genérate the liner movement of the robotic arm.

The rotational joints were implemented using four Dynamixel AX-12 motors. A

computer program made in Simulink or in LabView generates the instruction packets
for all of theses motors in order to make them move. Since they use a serial protocol,
the signáis for all of the motors connected in series aire sent by the same connection

(Figure 6.8).

The same computer that generates the control signáis for the rotational joints also

generates the reference signal to control the prismatic joint. This signal is sent to the

PWM servo driver through one ofthe analog outputs ofthe NI DAQCard-6024E. Then,
the PWM servo driver sends the PWM control signal to the prototype.

All the components used in the current five degrees of freedom redundant robot from

CINVESTAV are shown in appendix B. Moreover, all the component specifications are

also listed in this appendix.

6.3 Remóte use

These prototypes may have a lot of applications when they are controlled remotely.

They may have medical, industrial or scientific applications depending of the end ef-
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Figure 6.7: Current CINVESTAV Prototype
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5DOF robot arm

Figure 6.9: TCP/IP protocol

fector that is used. For that reason, it is of great interest to be able to manipúlate these

prototypes remotely. Therefore, it is proposed to control the CINVESTAV prototype

using the TCP/EP communication protocol, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and
the Internet Protocol (IP).

Using this protocol it is possible to send the control signáis via Internet from one

computer which may be in one particular location to another computer located in a

remote location which is connected directly to the robotic arm prototype.

In order to do this, one computer generates the control signáis (created in a Simulink

or in a LabView program) and acts as a transmitter. These signáis are sent to the remote

computer which has also Simulink or LabView programs and acts as the receiver. Then,
the later sends the control signáis to the physical prototype.

Figure 6.9 shows how the control signáis are generated in a computer which is in the

location A. Then theses signáis are sent over the Internet using the TCP/IP protocol

to the computer in the location B, which is connected directly to the 5DOF robot arm.

The transmitter and receiver, which use the TCP/IP commutations protocol in

Simulink, are shown in Figure 6.10a. Figure 6.10b shows the use of the TCP/IP Com

munications protocol in LabView.
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Chapter 7

Real time results

This chapter shows real-time implementations for the five degrees of freedom redundant

robot ofCINVESTAV. First we analyze an implementation using the inverse kinematics

technique, discussed in Chapter 2. Finally, we show the implementation of one of the

controls designed for this prototype presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

The Dynamixel motors, used in the rotational links of the robot, can be used in two

ways: either by position or by speed. First, we use the inverse kinematics technique in

order to follow a specific trajectory given the angular positions of the links. In this first

implementation the Dynamixel motors are controlled by angular positions. Finally, we

use a neuro-fuzzy control (discussed in Chapter 5) in order to follow a specific trajectory.
In this implementation, the Dynamixel motors are controlled by angular speed.

For real-time implementation using the technique of inverse kinematics and the

control designed for the five degrees of freedom redundant robot we used the Mat

lab/Simulink software.

300-1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 p

200 y^-

S 100 ■

yS

-rxxi 1 i 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 l

71000 -600 «00 -4100 -200 0 200 JOD 600 800 1000 .1000 an -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 600 1000

Code Code

a) b)

Figure 7.1: Dynamixel speed: a) 8 Volts; b) 9 Volts
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Appendix D shows the embedded code used in Simulink in order to read and write

real-time data in the Dynamixel motors. In this case, this code sets either the desired

position or the desired speed to be implemented in the motor. Moreover, this code gets
the current speed and the current position in the four Dynamixel motors used in the

rotational links of the robotic arm.

"^OOO -a» -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 eoo 1000

Code

a)

-1000 -300-600-400-200 0 200400600800 10D0

Code

C)

Figure 7.2: Approximation of the dynamixel speed at 9V: a) linear; b) cubic; c) 5th

degree; d) 7th degree

When we use the Dynamixel motors by angular position, there exists a linear rela

tionship between the code used and the position angle obtained in the motor. Moreover,
the angular position of the Dynamixel motor does not depend on the voltage supplied.

When we control these motors by angular speed and we want to indicate the desired

clockwise speed on the Dynamixel motor, then we use a Dynamixel speed code (in one of

the Dynamixel registers) from 0 to 1023. 1023 represents the máximum angular speed

and 0 represents no angular speed in the motor. Similarly, in order to indicate the
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desired counter-clockwise angular speed we use a Dynamixel speed code from 1024 to

2047, where 2047 represents the máximum counter-clockwise angular speed and where

1024 represents no angular speed.
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Figure 7.3: Simulink program (Inverse Kinematics)

The Dynamixel motor speed depends on the voltage supplied, this is, with a higher

voltage (e.g. 9V) the máximum velocity represented by 1023 will be much greater

than the máximum speed with a lower voltage (e.g. 8V). This is illustrated in Figure
7.1 which shows the angular velocities obtained experimentally for a Dynamixel motor

energized with 8 volts (Figure 7.1a) and 9 volts (Figure 7.1b).

The motor speed (obtained for 1024 valúes of the Dynamixel speed code for the

clockwise case and 1024 valúes for the counter-clockwise case) is not represented by a

Unear function. Figure 7.2 shows four approaches that represent the speed function of

the Dynamixel speed at 9 Volts.

Figure 7.2a shows an approximation by the linear function y = 0.26x — 3.4. We may

see that this first approach is quite different from the actual speed function obtained

experimentally. Figure 7.2b shows the approximation by the cubic function y
= 2.7

10_8x3 - 7.8 • 10_6x2+0.24x--0.17 which is a little better than the first approach. Figure
7.2c shows the approximation by the polynomial of 5th order y = —2.4 • 10_14x5 — 5.9 •

10_12x4 + 5.9 10_8x3 - 1.8 • 10_6x2 + 0.23x - 0.97. Finally, Figure 7.2d shows the

approach through the 7th order polynomial y = 2.3 • 10_19x7 + 1.9 • 10~17x6 - 4.4

10_13x5 - 3.6 • 10_11x4 + 2.7 10-V + 1 10-5x2 + 0.21x - 1.7. We may see that this

latter approach better represents the real speed function obtained experimentally.

This angular speed tu will have a torque forcé N related to the power of the motor

P as follows:

P = Nw
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7.1 Inverse kinematics

The inverse kinematics for the five degrees of freedom redundant robot was discussed

in Chapter 2. This implementation uses the inverse kinematics in order to make the

robotic arm to follow a specific trajectory.

Moreover, this implementation uses the TCP/IP protocol in real-time in order to

manipúlate the prototype from a remote computer through the Internet. The remote

computer generates the desired signáis which are received by the computer connected

to the prototype.

The Matlab/Simulink program which uses the inverse kinematics technique (dis
cussed in Chapter 2) in the five degrees of freedom redundant robot is shown in Figure
7.3. The prototype follows a desired trajectory, in a plañe of a cartesian reference

system, with this program which uses the inverse kinematics in real time.
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Figure 7.6: Tracking Error and Dynamixel Speed Code (Inverse Kinematics)
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Figure 7.4 shows the Matlab/Simulink programs that use the inverse kinematics

technique which use the TCP/IP protocol in order tomanipúlate the redundant protocol

through the Internet. Figure 7.4a shows the program on the remote computer, which is

responsible for transmitting through the Internet the signáis generated using the inverse

kinematics technique.

Subsequently, the computer connected directly to the five degrees of freedom pro

totype receives these signáis via the Internet, which are sent to the prototype. Figure
7.4b shows the Matlab/Simulink program used as receptor, which is responsible for

receiving these signáis from the Internet .and send them to the redundant robot.

The desired trajectories for each of the four rotational links of the redundant robot

are shown in Figure 7.5. This Figure also shows the real trajectories obtain in the

prototype for the four rotational links.

Finally, Figure 7.6 shows the tracking error obtained from the implementation of this

technique in real time of the five degrees of freedom redundant robot of CINVESTAV.

We can see in this figure how the error generated from this technique (inverse kin

ematics) is cióse to zero for each link in the prototype. The Dynamixel speed signal
implemented on each motor is also shown in this figure.

7.2 Neuro-fuzzy control

In Chapter 5, neuro-fuzzy controls are discussed. In addition, a neuro-fuzzy control

was designed and simulated for the five degrees of freedom redundant robot. This

implementation uses a neuro-fuzzy control in order to make the robotic arm to follow

a specific trajectory.

In order to créate the neuro-fuzzy control, an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Sys
tem (ANFIS) is trained with an input-output data collection that describes the behavior

of the 5DOF redundant robot in a certain región of operation for a specific trajectory.
This data collection has been obtained experimentally from the CINVESTAV prototype

in real time for this specific trajectory. The ANFIS is responsible for generating the

membership functions used to control the system.

The data includes valúes of the position of the rotational joints, the position error

and the signáis used in the Dynamixel motors in order to set an angular speed for

this specific trajectory. These speed signáis produce a torque forcé on the Dynamixel
motors. We use angular speed because it is easier to control the Dynamixel motors by

angular speed than by torque forces.

A neural network is trained with this data collection in order to obtain the valúes

that represent the best the membership functions of a Sugeno fuzzy model for the

5DOF redundant robot. Figure 7.7 shows the membership functions of the Sugeno

fuzzy model. These membership functions are triangular for this real time application
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because they have simple formulas and they have a good computational efficiency (as
mentioned before in Chapter 5).

The neuro-fuzzy control used in Matlab/Simulink designed in order to control the

redundant robot of CINVESTAV in read time is shown in Figure 7.7. The embedded

code shown in Appendix D is used in order to send and read data on the Dynamixel
motors in real time.

The reference signáis (in a plañe of a cartesian reference system) used in the robotic

arm are shown in Figure 7.8. This figure also shows the real positions obtained in real

time from the neuro-fuzzy control applied in the prototype.

Figure 7.9 show the Dynamixel speed code used in order to follow the desired ref

erences for the four rotational links of the redundant robot. Figure 7.9 also shows the

tracking error obtained with the neuro-fuzzy control applied in the prototype in real

time.

As mentioned before, this control is not robust to parametric variations and stability

out of the operating región may not be warranted because it was obtained from input-

output data in a certain operating región of the system. However, this neuro-fuzzy
control has the advantage that it does not require the mathematical model of the

system in order to créate the control.

As future work, this neuro-fuzzy control could be improved in order to make it robust

to parametric variations, and also to warranty stability out of the range of operation.

In this case, we control the Dynamixel motors by angular speed, but they could

be controlled by torque forces adding a current sensor to the motors or using a torque

observer.
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Figure 7.9: TVacking Error .and Dynsunixel Speed Code
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8 . 1 Conclusions

Using the forwards kinematics and the inverse kinematics it is possible to determine

the position of the end effector from the angles of a robotic model and vice-versa. This

is very useful when it is desirable that the end effector of a robot prototype follows a

specific trajectory.

It is also possible to make the end effector of the prototype follow a specific trajectory

using the state space representation of the model and then apply a control technique,
such as neural control or fuzzy control.

The neural control applied to the prototype used a Discrete Recurrent High Order

Neural Network (RHONN) which was trained using the Kalman filter. Since the Kal

man filter make the error reach to zero, the identification of the system turns to be

exact. A great advantage of using a neural network to identify the system and control

it, is that it is not necessary to know the exact mathematical model of the system.

The fuzzy control used in the robotic arm has been designed using the local ap

proximation in fuzzy partition spaces technique. Using this technique, the number of

control rules is smaller in comparison to the nonlinear sector technique, but it has the

disadvantage than it is not robust to parametric variations. Moreover, the stabiUty of

the system is not warranted out of the range of operation, although it has the advant

ages that it does not required the exact mathematical model of the system and it is

easy to implement and modify.

The neuro-fuzzy control that has been applied to the prototype using an Adaptive

Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) has the advantage that the fuzzy rules can

be set empirically but they are improved by the training of the neural network which

represents them. This method also has the advantage that the exact mathematical

model of the system is not required. Unfortunately, this technique is not robust to

parametric variations and the stability is not warranted out of the range of operation.

The physical prototype of the five degrees of freedom robot arm has been improved

by means of some modifications. The motors of the rotational joints have been changed,
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and the electronic interphase was altered and simplified with respect to the electronic

interphase of the previous prototype.

The remote control of this class of robots is of great interest because there are a

lot of applications. For these applications, this prototype has been controlled from

a remote computer which sends the control signáis via Internet using the TCP/IP
Communications protocol to a different computer which is located in a different location.

This second computer is directly connected to the robot.

8.2 Future work

For future work the fuzzy control will be improved in order to make it robust enough

to control parametric variations and also to warranty stability out of the range of

operation.

In the same way, the neuro-fuzzy control will also be improved in order to make

it robust to parametric variations, and also to warranty stability out of the range of

operation.

The neuronal control obtained using a RHONN trained using the Kalman filter

and the fuzzy control obtained using the local approximation in fuzzy partition spaces

technique will be also implemented in real time on the five degrees of freedom redundant

robot of CINVESTAV.

More types of control algorithms will be developed for the five degrees of freedom

CINVESTAV robot arm prototype. For example: a sliding modes control [7].

Moreover, these new controls designed for the robotic arm (for example: sliding
modes control) will be implemented in real time on the prototype of CINVESTAV.

An end effector will be added to the prototype in order to make it able to perform

a specific task. For example: a camera, fórceps or any other type of end effector.
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Appendix A

Dynamic model

The equation of the Dynamic model is as follows:

T = M(q)q + V(q, q) + Fgiq) + F/(9, q) (A.1)

Expanding the equation A.1 for the case of the 5DOF robot, we have:

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

+

mu mi2 mi3 77li4 1^15

m2i 77122 m23 m24 m25

m3i m32 ^33 m34 "^35

m41 m_t 17143 m44 "^45

msi m52 ^53 ^54 m55

'**' '//i 0 0

P92 0 //2 0

Fg- + 0 0 ff_

Fgi 0 0 0

.
FgS 0 0 0

"

Qi

"

'Vi'

92 v2

93 + v3

94 v4

.9*5 .

v5

o

o

o

o

0
"

9i

'

0 92

0 93

0 94

//». .

9s
.

(A.2)

The expansión of all the elements in A.2 is listed below:

Elements of the inertia matrix M(-j):

mn
= mi + 7712 + m3 + m4 + m$

77112
— 0

mi3
= 0

77114
= 0

mi5
= 0

m¡22
= m5Lx5L cos(«73 + qt + 95) + (7714Z/X4L +m5L2) cos(g3 + q4) +m5Lx5L cos(<?4 +

95) + ((m5 + m4)L -f Lx3m3)L cos(«73) + (m4Lx4L + m5L2) cos(<j4) + m5Lx5L cos(g5) +

(m3 + 3m5 + m4)L2 + m^Lxl + m3Lx\ + Iz5 + m^Lxl + Iz2 + m5Lx\ + Izt. + Iz3

77123
= m5LxsL cos(g3 + 94 + 9s) + (m5L2 +m^Lx^L) cos(qr3 + qA) +m5Lx5L cos(g4 +

95) + ((m5 + mA)L + Lx3m3)L cos(g3) + (m4Lx4L + m5L2) cos(-74) + m5Lx5L cos(g5) +

(m4 + m5)I*2 + m5Z*xi? +m4Lx| + Iz5 + m3Lx\ + Iz3 + Jz4
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m24 = m5Lx5L cos(g3 + q4 + qs) + im5L2 +m4Lx4L) cos(-73 + q4) +m5LxsL cos(-74 +

95) + (m5L2 +m4Lx4L) cos(-74) +m5Lx\ +m4Lx\ +m5L2 +msLx5L cos(-j5) + Iz4 + Iz5

m25
= m5Lx5Lcos(qr5)-|-m5Lx5Lcos(g'4-l-'75)-|-m5Lx5Lcos(g3+g4-|-g5)+/2;5+m5Lx§

m33
= m5Lx5L cos(<74 + «75) + (m4Lx4L + m5L2) cos(<74) + m5Lx5L cos(-?5) -I- (m4 +

m5)L2 + Iz3 + m4Lx\ + Iz5 + Iz4 + m5Lx2 + m3Lx\

77134
= m5Lx5L cos(g4 + q¡j) + (m5L2 + m4Lx4L) cos(<74) + msLxsLcos^s) + (Lx2 +

L2)m5 + Iz4 + m4Lx\ + Iz5

m35
= Iz5 + m5Lx5L cos(g5) + m5Lx5L cos(g4 + q5) + m5Lx\

m44
= m^Lx^L cos(gs) + (Lx2 + L2)ms + Iz4 + m4Lx2 + Iz$

m45
= Iz5 + m5Lxl + m5Lx5Lcos(<¡'5)

mss
= m5Lx2 + Iz*,

Elements of the gravitational forces vector Fgiq):
Fgi = (mi +7712+ 7713 + 7714 + 7715)5

Fg2 = 0

^3 = 0

PS4 = 0

^P5 = 0

Elements of the Coriolis forces vector Viq,q):
Vi = 0

V2 = -LiLx5ms iq3 + q4 + q5)iq3 + q5 + 2q2 + q4) sin(cj3 + q4 + q5) + (g3 + q4) iq3 + q4 +

2q2)im4Lx4 + Lm5) sin((73 + q4) + 2(<j5/2 + q3 + q2 + q4/2)iq4 + q5)Lx5m5 sin(g4 + q5) +

q3iLm5 +m4L + Lx3m3)i2q2 + q3) sin(g3) + 2(g3 + q2 + q4/2)q4im4Lx4 + Lm5) sin(<74) +

295(95/2 + 94 + 93 + 92) sin(g5)Lx5m5)

V3 = -(m5 sin(-j2)92Lx5(-72 + q3 + q4 + qs) cos(-72 + q3 + q4 + qs)
-

m5 cosiq2)q2Lx5

(92 + 93 + 94 + 95) sin(g2 + 93 + 94 + 9s)
-

cosiq2)q2iq2 + q3 + q4)im4Lx4 + Lm5) sin(g2 +

93 + 94) + sin(g2)92(92 + 93 + 94)("^4Lx4 + Lm5) cos(<72 + 93 + 94) +™sLx5q2iq3 + q4 +

q5) sin(<j3-l-(74-l-(75)-l-2(-75/2-l-g3-|-(72+94/2)(94+95)Lx5m5 sin(g4+95) -cos(g2)g2(Lm5+
m4L + Lx3m3)((J2 + 93) sin(g2 + 93) + sin(-j2)92(Lm5 + m4L + Lx3m3)iq2 + q3) cos(g2 +

93) + 92 (93 + 94) im4Lx4 + Lm5) sin(<?3 + q4) + 2(?3 + q2 + q4/2)q4(m4Lx4 + Lm5) sin(g4) +

295(95/2 + 94 + 93 + 92) sin(g5)Lx5m5 + 9392 sin(g3) (Lm5 + m4L + Lx3m3))L

V4 = -L((<72 + 93 + 94 + 9s)((92 + 93) sin(g2 + 93) + siniq2)q2)Lxhm5 cos(92 + 93 +

94 + 95)
- ((92 + 93) cos(g2 + q3) + q2 cos((j2))(92 + 93 + 94 + 95)Lx5m5 sin(g2 + 93 + 94 +

95) - ((92 + 93) cos(g2 + q3) + q2 cos(g2)) (m4Lx4 + Lm5)iq2 + q3 + q4) sin(92 + 93 + 94) +

\m4Lx4 + Lm5)üq2 + q3) sin(-72 + q3) + siniq2)q2)iq2+
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93 + 94) cos(g2 + 93 + 94) + m5Lx5g2(93 + 94 + 9s) sin(g3 + q4 + q5) + Lx5m5iq4 + 95X92 +

q3) sin(*74-(-(3rs)+-J2(93-|-'74)(m4Lx4-|-Lm5) sin(g3+g4)+g4(m.4Lx4-r-Lm5)(9**+93) sin(g4)-|-
295(95/2 + 94 + 93 + 92) sin(-75)Lx5m5)

V5 = -Lüq2 + 93 + 94 + 9s)((92 + 93 + 94) sinfo + 93 + 94) + (92 + 93) sin(g2 + 93) +

sin(92)g2) cos(g2 + 93 + 94 + 9s)
-

(92 + 93 + 94 + 9s)((92 + 93 + 94) cos(92 + 93 + 94) +

(92 + 93) cos(92 + 93) + 92 cos(92)) sin(92 + 93 + 94 + 95) + 92(93 + 94 + 95) sin(93 + 94 +

95) + (92 + 93)(94 + 95) sin(94 + 95) + sin(9S)95(92 + 93 + 94))"i5Lx5
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Appendix B

Component specifications

The components used in the construction and control of the prototype are: Dynamixel
AX-12 motors, a USB connector (for the four rotational joints), a 2424P-PSL Baldor

motor, a PWM servo driver, a NI DAQ Card-6042E (for the prismatic joint) and a NI
CB-68LP Connector Block for the DAQ Card.

Dynamixel AX-12 motors were used for the rotational joints (Figure B.la). These
motors are not as heavy as the previous ones, so they do not genérate as much weight
to the prismatic joint.

The Dynamixel AX-12 motors use a serial commimication protocol, so the instruc-

tions of many motors connected in series can be sent by only one connection. This

communication connection is bidirectional. Therefore, it is possible to read and write

data in any of the motors (Figure B.2).

A PWM servo driver is used in order to move the 2424P-PSL Baldor motor (Figure

B.lb). This driver receives a reference and produces a proportional PWM signal which

is necessary in order to move the prismatic joint.

Then, a NI DAQCard-6024E is used to make the communication between the PC

and the PWM servo driver (Figure B.lc). Also, a NI CB-68LP Connector Block is used

in order to send the control signal to the prismatic joint.

Figure B.4 shows some specifications of the 12A8 PWM servo driver. Figures B.5

and B.6 show some specifications of the Dynamixel AX-12. Figures B.7 and B.8 show

some specifications of the NI DAQCard-6024E. Finally, Figure B.3 shows the pin outs

of the NI CB-68LP Connector Block.
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Figure B.l: a) Dynamixel AX-12; b) PWM servo driver; c) DAQCard 6024E
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Figure B.2: Dynamixel AX-12 connections
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Figure B.5: Dynamixel AX-12
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DYNAMIXEL

3-4. Control

Table

Í3-R0M

juea

IUM

«ea

f

<

<

\

AX-12 ROBOTIS

AUdress Bem Access Initial valué

CíCXOC) Moael NumDeriL) RO 12(0x00

1(0X01) Model NumoeriH) RD : Qxoo)

:icxo2'i Versión ot Flrnoare RD i

3|CX03) ID RO.W R i;oxdi)

4i:x:04) Baud Rate RD.WR 1(0x01)
flCXOEi Retjrn Deay T:n*e RD.'iVR 250lCxFA;

€|0XO6) CW A-igieLIntiL.i RD.WR CS;0x00)

7<UC07) CW A-igieLlrvtiH; RD.VVR KOxOO'i

eicxoej CCW Angle Umrt(L) RD.WR 2S5ICXFF)

9)0X09) CCW Angle Jmil.; N] RD.WR 3-I0X03)

10(OXQA) lReEe*Yefli -

C-íOirOO)

H-flVflB; fie igiési jnn Temperature RB.WR 85l 0x5-5)

12I0XÜ-C ne .owes: Jn t voltage
'

R3.WR ec-.;ax3ci
1 3Í0XCD me lignestjmil voltage RB.W R 190(OxBE!

14<0XCE; MaxTorquelL; RD.WR 255(GXFF|

1SICX0F; MaxTorqueim RD.WR 3-|0x03)

16(0X10) Status íeturr .í.-. RD.WR 2(0X02)

17(0X11) Alarm LED RD.WR 4(0x04)

18(0X121 Aiarm sni-ldown RD.WR 4(0x04)

19(0X131 (Reser.ed) RD.WR ciaxoOl

20(0X141 Down caiwa-jcn;.! RO *>

21)0X1 5 1 Down CalWraüonfH) RO f

22(0X1 6 1 Upe i t.-3tioo;j RO ?

23(5X17] Up C ai' catión | H i RD -,

24(0X13| Torque Enaole RD.WR c;axoo'i
25lOX19l LED RD.WR : j.co

2. QX** CW CcT.pnar.ce yargm RD.WR c-:oxooí

27;0X*B; CCtV Conoiance vaigir RD.'.VR c-:oxoo.i
23iOX*C CW Compnance Slope RD.WR 32I0X2Q)

29I.0X1D, CCW 70rvj'v Siope RD.VwS 3210X201

3C-¡0X1E; c-ca, "ceicoruL.i RD.W R [Aaa¡r36>-aiue

TTÍÍTTFi 'jD3. PCí.torirl; RB.WR |Addr37>-alue
32.ÜX2Q; Moving 5 peea-, .i RB.ftS 0

33(0X21) Mo-/tn<j Gpeeaii RD.WR 0

34(0X22 1 Torque LlmitíLi RD.WR fAdor 14] valué

35(0X23) Torque LlnitíH: RD.WR - Vi V -:< .;-

36(0X24) Presen*, sosus"-.) RO 1

3Ti 0X25 1 Presen: posi*..:** i RD 7

36(0X26) Presen; Spe*ed(Li RD 7

39(0X27 1 Presen: Dpeeq-H; RO ?

¡¡¡(¡555] Presen: _oa¡K . i RD "4

41(0555] Presen: _oa*i;-h RD
**

42;QX2*: Presen: Voilaoe RD ?

4í;0X2B Presen: Temoera:ure RD ?

44IÜX2C Requeren ¡nstrjctlon RD.WR :;QxD0,

45(0X2; (Reser.eai -

d;oxooi

4e|0x2Ei Moxng RO ::.>::

4FIQX2FI CScE RD.WR KOxOOi

4d[CX30i PTícr.v RD.WR 321 0x201

43[Ex3('i PimclnjH) RD,W R :■:-::

Figure B.6: Dyn-amixel AX-12



TlMtl. I'O Termináis (Continúen)

Tcrminil Nanc

lermfenl

T) pe and

Impedam-e

Inpul/

Oillpul

rtntecüon

(V)O**/0fl

tan

(n-Aal Vj

Sink

-mAH Vi

Rbe

Time

(ni) Bl»

+SV — 0.1 a Short -circuil

10 «round

1 Afrued -
—

Pa-**a.7> DIO — Vc-tOS 13 M

(Vcc -04)

24 al 0.4 1.1 SOkQpu

PL<a.7>" DIO -

v<r + as 2.5 it

3.0 mío

23 ai 04 5 100 kQ*»

Pi<a7>< DIO — Vcc + 03

3.0 mío

25*110.4 5 lOOtílpu

pj.<a.7>« DIO — Vcc + 03 2.5 at

3.0mm

23U 0.4 5 lOOkQpu

AJ HOLDCOMP or

Al HOLD

DO — — 3.5 at

<Vo:-0.*t)

5 al 04 13 SOkQpu

EXTSTKOBE*' DO — — 3.5 11

C-or-HA)

5at04 1.5 SOkQpu

(Al STARTTRK3

DIO — Vo.--.a5 3Jal

(Vcc -04)

5 al 04 13 50kQpu

PHI/

i Al RF ITRIO

DIO - Vcc + 03 3.5 at

(Voc-04)

5 «04 1.5 SOkQpu

PHI/

(/UODNVCUCr

DK) — Vcc +OJ 3.5 at

(Vtt-O,*)

5H04 13 501-Qpu

PH3f

CTRI SOURCE

DIO — Vtc+OJ 33 it

(Vo- -04)

5 al 04 13 SOkQpu

PH l/Cl* X GATE DIO — Ver + 0-5 3.5 it

(Vcc -0.4)

5 1104 13 SOkQpu

CTRIOUT DO — — 33 lt

(V0c-a4)

Sal 04 1.5 50kQpu

PHS/

.AOSAMPCT.KI-

DK» — Vq; +05 3.5 it

(Vcc -04)

5 al 04 13 50kQpu

PH6/

«AO START TK1G)

DIO - Va: +05 33 ■!

(Vcc -04)

5 al 04 1.5 50kQpu

PH7/

(AISAMPCLK)

DIO — Vcc+OJ 3.5 lt

(Vcc -04)

5 al 04 13 50kQpu

PHS/

CTR 0 SOURCE

DIO — Vcr +OJ 33 H

(Vcc-tt4)

SatCU 1.5 50kQpu

PHWCTROGATE DIO — Vcc+OJ 3.5 al

(Vcc -0.4)

5al04 1.5 50kQpu

Figure B.7: NI DAQCard-6024E
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I Alie 1. l/tl lanmiuu

_„_

T»P««Ml

tmftni-**r-
Input/

Ootput

nratoMiMi

(V:On.oir

■Sooree Sin*

(íHAiiVl

BI-*-.

Time

OM] -

/\1«0_}5>

A1KTNSH

AI

Al

loocau

wm i-jupf

peralte)
w.Ui lQOpP

42/35

- - -
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Appendix C

3D Robot structure

Figures C.l, C.2 and C.3 show different points of view of a 3D structure of the five

degrees of freedom CINVESTAV robotic arm prototype. This 3D structures were de

veloped in the SolidWorks software.

Figure C.l: 3D structure of the 5D0F CINVESTAV prototye
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Figure C.2: 3D structure of the 5D0F CINVESTAV prototye
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Figure C.3: 3D structure of the 5DOF CINVESTAV prototye
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Appendix D

Simulink controls

The Simulink controls used in simulation for Chapter 3 (neural control), Chapter 4

(fuzzy control) and Chapter 5 (neuro-fuzzy control) are shown in Figures D.l, D.2 and

D.3 respectively.

Figures D.4 and D.5 show the Dynamixel embedded code used in Simulink in order

to set the speed, read the speed and read the position of the four Dynamixel motors

used in the five degrees of freedom redundant robot in real time implementations.

NH •!•-* C-t-M>*H

Figure D.l: Neural control
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:D

t_ rn•

Rafe

Rtfsjk*

¡D

-*□

L-^>—í*
i

Figure D.2: Fuzzy control

■u-t,x.o+* !

r^hlL

Fuíft Lt-gi.

Figure D.3: Neuro-fuzzy control



fuactloa y
- fcilu)

This block supports che En-bedded RXTLJLB subset .

% Load dina-alxel librarles:

fevalC lo-adllbrary' .
'

d-nuBiiel
-

, 'd-rnanlxel.tr ) ;

feval I
'

libf unc-t ions ,

'

dYcanixer ) ;

feval (' cal 1 1 ii
'

.

'

dynamixel1 .

'

dxl_lnitialize' ) ;

Set the turn ead-leas node:

feval (' cal 1 1 ib
'

. 'dynj-a-lxel
'

. dxi_wr íteirord , l,e,01 ;

feval (' cal i lib' -

'

dyna-aixel1 ,

'

dxl_wr ite --ord .2.0.0);

lévale cal 111b' .

■

dynaaúxel
■

,

'

dxl_*rrite_»ord
-

.3,0,0);

lévale cali lib' .

'

dyna-aixel
'

.

'

dxl_-*mte_***ord' ,4,8.0);

Set goal speed:

GoalSpeedl -

ud];

GoalSp-eecB - n(2);

GoalSpeed3 - u(3);

Goal3peed4 - u(4);

if (GoalSpeedKO)

GoalSpeedl-abs (GoalSpeedl) +(4*256) ;

end

l£ *GoalSpeed2<0>

GoalSpee-i2 -abs (GoalSpeed2 ) + (4«2S6| ;

end

lf (GoalSpeed3-c0)

GoalSpee-t3-absiGoalSpeed3)-H4»2S6) .-

ead

lf (GoalSpeed4<0)

GoalSpeedl-abs ¡GoalSpeedí) -M4'256) ;

end

feval ( cali lib1 ,

'

dynamxel' , 'dxl_***rice_a**ird , 1,32 .GoalSpeedl) ;

feval (
'

cali lib1 ,

-

dynamixel
'

,

'

dxl_***rlce_--*ord' , 2,32,GoalSpeed2) ;

fevalt
'

cali lib- ,

'

dyna-aixel' , -dxl_vrite_»ord , 3,32,GoalSpeed3) ;

feval(
'

cali 11b1 ,

'

dynaxiixe 1
'

,

'

dxl_*rr ite_i*ord ,4,32,GoalSpeed4) ;

■. Pead current position:

PresentPosl - feval (' callllb' .

'

d*-*na*Bixel
'

,

'

dxl_read_****-nid* , 1,36) ;

PresentPosZ feval (
'
cal 111b' ,

'

d?r.aKixel ,

'

dxl_read_aord' ,2,36) ;

PresentPos3 feval (' cali lib* .

'

dyna-mxel
'

, 'dxl_read_**-ord' ,3,36) ;

PresentPos4 ■ fevalC callllb1 .

'

dyna-Bixel' .

-

dxl_read_aord' ,4,36) ;

u!5) -u (5) «PresentPosl.*

u ( 6) -u ( 6) "PresentPos2 ;

u(7) -n(7) «PresentPos3 .*

u (6) -u (81 *PresentPos4;

Read a-odlf led speed:

PresentSpeedl » fevalC callllb' ,

'

dyna-nlxe 1
'

.

'

dxl_read_aord' ,1,36} ;

Present3peed2 ■ fevalC callllb' ,' dyno-slxel' ,' dxl_read_-rardl ,2,38) ;

PresentSpeed*) -• fevaie callllb1 .' dynasuxel' .' dxl_read_word' ,3,38) ;

PresentSpeed4
- fevalC callllb' ,' dynanixel' ,' d*-l_read_*rord' ,4,38) ;

u(9) -u(9) »FresentSpeedl;

u ( 10) -u ( 10) 'Present Speed2 ;

udl)-u(ll) »PresentSpeed3;

a ( 12 ) -u ( 12 ) 'PresentSpeedí ;

7
-
a;

Figure D.4: Simulink Embedded code
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function y
- fcn(u)

This block supports the Embedded HATLAB subset.

Read current speed (from modified speed) :

PresentSpeedl-u (1) ;

PresentSpeed2=u(2) ;

PreaentSpeed3*-u(3) ;

PresentSpeed4-u(4) ;

if (PresentSpeedl >- 1024)

PresentSpeedOutl-- í PresentSpeedl- (4*256) ) ;

else

PresentSpeedOutl=PresentSpeedl;

end

if (PresentSpeedS >- 1024)

Present3peed0ut2-- (PresentSpeed2- (4*256) ) ;

else

PresentSpeedCatt2*=PresentSpeed2;

eíid

if (PresentSpeed3 >= 1024)

PresentSpeed0ut3=- (PresentSpeed3- (4*256) ) ;

else

PresentSpeedOut 3=PtesentSpeed3;

end

if (PresentSpeedl >- 1024)

PresentSpeed0ut4=- (PresentSpeed4- (4*256) ) ;

else

PresentSpeed0ut4=Pr esent5peed4 ;

end

u (1) DPresentSpeedOut 1;

u (2 ) =PresentSpeedOut 2 ;

u (3 ) "PresentSpeedOut3 ;

u(4) -PresentSpeedOut4;

7
"

u;

Figure D.5: Simulink Embedded code
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